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DAN RODDEN
N.5 leafs Old - 5-10" 230 h.\reds %thug Advil:ion • Hort Contittor

Last seen driving a 1976 Blue 2 Door Mint
Condition l'acer on March 14 at 5 p.m.
If you have seen him or the car please call
Murray Police or 911.
SEE PAGE 16 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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"Father,forgive them;for they know not what they do."
Luke 23: 34

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Development
Staff Writer
Corporation will
One Murray business will receive also
provide
a state grant for expansion while a $100,000 for the
bond issue has been approved for project.
Those
improvements to one of the local funds will be
high schools, iEcordiiiffo-sTale
-Stli:--added-- -toBob Jackson.
$300,000- ecoJackson
(D-Murray)
said nomic developWednesday that the Capital ment bond award- Jackson
Construction and Bond Oversight ed to Rudolph's by
Committee, of which he is a mem- the
Kentucky
Economic
ber, has approved a $200,000 grant Development Finance Authority in
for local wholesale tire distributor February.
Rudolph's Inc., and a $5.97 million
The remaining costs of the projbond issue for Calloway County ect will be funded by Rudolph's.
High School.
The new facility is expected to creHe said the grant will go toward ate 20 new jobs over the next two
helping Rudolph's construct a new years, including 10 new jobs -very
$1.94 million, .90,000-square-foot quickly," Jackson said.
warehouse and distribution facility.
Rudolph's is an international
-Rudolph's is a fast-growing and wholesale distributor of automobile
substantial business,- Jackson said and truck tires. Founded in 1981, it
in a telephone interview from has 35 employees, a $2 million payFrankfort. "This will be a tremen- roll and $45 million in annual sales,
dous boost for a great company in according to statistics used by the
Calloway County."
committee
In addition to the grant, Jackson
said the Calloway County Economic •See Page 3
KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photos

A Moving
Scene
P

BRANDI WILLIAMS Ledger & Times photo

SECOND NOMINEE ... Murray Elementary Principal Eleanor
Mills (right) is greeted by Karen Jackson during a reception
Wednesday at Murray High School.

eople can get a unique view at the
crucifixion of Jesus Christ Friday and Saturday
at Poplar Spring Baptist Church. The church,
located past East Calloway Elementary on
Poplar Spring Road, is portraying the death of
Jesus on the cross with "Alive! Alive!," a
walk-through drama.
The cast members who portray Christ, the
two thieves on the crosses, Roman soldiers and
Jesus' followers braved the cold temperatures
Wednesday niiht to rehearse for the drama.
The portrayals run from 7-9 p.m. each night
at the church.

MES Principal Mills
focused on team goals 9 killed in explosion outside U.S. Embassy
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Murray's Eleanor Mills took her
turn with a superintendent interview
and reception Wednesday afternoon.
A familiar face around the
Murray
Independent
School
District, Mills said it might be an
easier interview if she had went to
another district.
"It is harder to be with your peers
than it is to be strangers." she said.
However, she said all her support
made up for it.
Mills, principal at Murray
Elementary School, was the second
nominee to go through the interview
and reception process as Murray
Independent Schools searches for a
new superintendent. Trent Lovett,
principal at North Marshall Middle
School, was interviewed last
Wednesday.
Mills received her bachelor of
science degree from Murray State

University and her masters of elementary education and Rank 1
Educational Leadership certification
at Western Kentucky University.
She served as a primary teacher
through the Meade County School
District for 17 years and has been
principal of Murray Elementary for
the past 16 years.
She said her main goals if named
superintendent are not personal
ones, but team goals. Mills said she
wants to see the district reach its
proficient testing score goal before
2014 and the best way to accomplish that is through teacher support.
"People who are appreciated and
supported form an excellent team,"
Mills said.
She also said she wants to tackle
technology, reviewing the technology in the district and make sure it is
meeting students needs.

•See Page 3

LIMA, Peru (AP) — Three days ahead of a
visit by President Bush, a car bomb exploded
outside the U.S. Embassy in Lima, killing at
least nine people and injuring dozens. The State
Department said no Americans were killed in the
blast, which was widely condemned as a terror
attack.
In the chaos following the blast Wednesday
evening, the victims — including at least two
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Bush is set to arrive in Lima on Saturday for
a meeting with Peruvian President Alejandro
Toledo and leaders from Colombia, Bolivia and
Ecuador. It was unclear how the attack Might
affect the president's travel plans. White House
spokeswoman Anne Womack declined comment
early this morning.
U.S. Embassy officials issued a statement

II See Page 2

Statewide drug roundup nets 4 from Purchase
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD. Ky. — Kentucky
State Police drug enforcement
detectives and troopers from KSP
Post 1 in Mayfield arrested four
individuals Wednesday on drugrelated charges as part of a
statewide drug roundup.
The individuals arrested were:

• Chrystal Tracey, 26, Mayfield, ficking in marijuana under eight to the Hickman County Jail.
first-degree trafficking in a con- ounces and trafficking in a conThe statewide arrests were part
trolled substance (methampheta- trolled substance (Loratab).
of Operation Rx, an ongoing effort
mine).
• Harry L. Walker, 54. Mayfield, by
KSP to rid the streets of pre• Anthony Johnson, 21, trafficking in a controlled substance
scription
drug abuse. KSP officials
Mayfield, first-degree trafficking in (marijuana) within 1,0(X) yards of a
have
said
Operation Rx will contina controlled substance (cocaine), school.
ue
both
and statewide, with
locally
possession of marijuana and posThose arrested were lodged in
more
expected
arrests
in the coming
session of drug paraphernalia.
the Graves County Jail, with the
• Mark Glasco, 39, Clinton, traf- exception of Glasco. who was taken days.

www.murrayledger.com

MUD u r r a-y, KY 4 2 0 7 1

Kentucky Lottery

police officers and a young man wearing roller
skates — lay in the rubble-strewn street.
Prosecutor Maria del Pilar Peralta said at least
nine people were confirmed dead.
The car bomb ripped through a district of
upscale shops and restaurants at about 10:45
p.m. EST, damaging buildings and cars, but not
harming the fortress-like embassy. which is set
far back from the street.
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Govt. ready to compensate U.S.
family over missionary plane

Coldwater
Rd. signal to
activate
Wednesday

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration will compensate the
family of an American missionary and her infant daughter who died when
their plane was shot down over Peru last year.
The White House expressed regret for the deaths but stopped short of
admitting responsibility.
"It should never have happened," White House press secretary Art
Fleischer said in a statement released Wednesday on the eve of President
Bush's trip to Latin America.
A Pennsylvania-based missionary group's Cessna float plane was shot
down by a Peruvian military jet in April after a CIA-operated surveillance
plane misidentified it as a possible drug-smuggling flight.
American missionary Veronica Bowers, 35, and her 7-month-old daughter, Charity, were killed. Her husband, Jim Bowers, and the couple's son,
Cory, escaped serious injury. Pilot Kevin Donaldson, who sustained serious
leg wounds, crash-landed the plane on the Amazon River.
Jim Bowers, along with Veronica Bowers' parents, Donaldson and the
Association of Baptists for World Evangelism, jointly have been trying to
reach a settlement with the government.

PADUCAH, Ky. — The
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet's
Department
of
Highways has announced the traffic signal on KY 121 at the
Coldwater Road intersection here
will
become
operation al
Wednesday, March 27, at 10 a.m.
Motorists are to be advised.

RONEN LIDOR/AP Photo
BOMB SITE ... An Israeli border police officer passes the scene where a suicide bomber blew
himself up on a commuter bus during rush hour near the Arab town of Urn Al Fahem,in northern Israel Wednesday. The suicide bomber killed four soldiers and three other passengers
on
the packed bus Wednesday — an attack that failed to derail weeklong U.S. truce efforts.

condemning "the barbaric terrorist
bombing." Toledo, speaking from a
U.N. development meeting in
Monterrey, Mexico, also condemned the attack.
"I will not permit democracy to
be undermined by terrorist attacks,"
Toledo told Peru's leading radio station, Radioprogramas."We will not

give one centimeter. I am going to
apply a hard-line policy within the
framework of the law."
There was no claim of responsibility for the blast. It reminded
many Peruvians of the guerrilla violence of the 1980s and '90s, when
hundreds died in attacks by the
Maoist Shining Path rebels and the
smaller Tupac Amaru Revolutionary
Movement
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ATTENTION
PARENTS

• Registration For Calloway County School's 2002
-2003
Primary 1/Kindergarten Program

Monday, March 25, 2002
9 ci.rrt. or- 5 til 7 _FP. rtz.
•
Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before
October 1, 2002 are
eligible to attend Calloway County's full day Primary
1/Kindergarten Program.

EAST CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
1169 Pottertown Road
Patsy Whitesell, Principal
For more information call 762-7325

NORTH CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
2928 Brinn Road
Margaret Cook, Principal
For more information call 762-7335

SOUTHWEST CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3426 Wiswell Road
Janet Johnson, Principal
For more information call 762-7345

Rita Boggess
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Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone(270)753-1916
Fax (270)753-1927
Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
week.
3 months
$20.25

6 months
$40.50

1 year
$78.00

Mailed in Calloway Co , Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and
Farmington , Ky. - $85.00
By mail to rest of KY/TN - $11000
other mail subscriptions - $130.00.
Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays. July
4, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day
and New Years Day. Periodicals
postage
paid
Murray, KY.
at
POSTMASTER:
Send
address
changes to THE MURRAY LEDGER
AND TIMES, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
KY 42071-1040.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-600 p.m. Monday-Friday or
430-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-700)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated
Press, Kentucky
Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association, The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times..

"I pray it doesn't start again,"
said Regina Fetzer, 25, inspecting
the damage to her Volkswagen Jetta
near the scene of the attack early
today.
The street outside the embassy
was littered with shards of glass,
brick and charred car parts. The
blast shattered windows in a nearby
bank and hotel building and damaged at -least 10 cars, including-onethat apparently contained the bomb.
A small police truck was mangled,
its hood peeled back and shredded.
Deputy fire commander Juan
Piperis said at least 30 people were
injured and taken to a nearby hospital. He estimated about 66 pounds of
explosives had been used in the
bomb.
No Americans were hurt in the
blast, according to a State
Department official in Washington.
The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, declined further
comment.
Jose Victor Ortiz, 22, a business
school .student who lives nearby,
rushed to the scene when he heard
the explosion.
"I saw a mutilated body to my
right and another on a stairway on
the other side," he said. "When I
crouched down, I saw a policeman
thrown down on the ground. He had
glass encrusted in his cheek and his
forehead and he was asking me to
help him and that he couldn't feel
his legs."
U.S. Embassy officials condemned the attack and offered condolences in a statement early
Thursday.
"We extend our deepest sympathies to the victims and their families,- the statement said.
"The United States government
is providing all possible assistance
to Peruvian authorities so those
responsible for this horrific crime
are brought to justice."
Security in the capital has been
boosted in anticipation of Bush's
arrival on Saturday. Bush was to
depart Thursday for the U.N. summit in Mexico before going on to
Peru for his first visit to South
America as president.
Interior Minister Fernando
Rospigliosi said he was "certain that
there was no way President Bush
will change his plans to visit Peru
because of this terrorist attack."

MIN PERSON
HAVE YOU SEEN HIM?
PLEASE WE NEED YOUR HELP!

DAN RODDEN
1612 Keenland, Murray, KY
85 Years Old
5-10" 230 lbs.
Needs Medical Attention
Heart Condition

Parents should bring the following items:
• A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital birth certificate cannot be accepted)

• An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
• The student's social security card
• An up-to-date Kentucky Physical
(Physicals dated prior to February 1, 2002 cannot be accepted)

An eye examination performed by an optometrist
or
ophthalmologist will be required by Jan. 1, 2003.
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•Embassy ...
From Front
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Last seen driving a 1976 Blue 2 Door
Mint Condition Pacer on 4th Street on
March 14 at 5 p.m. in Murray, KY.

KY LICENSE PLATE #781-ACP
CALLOWAY COUNTY

Please contact Murray City Police
or 911 immediately if you
have seen him or the car any
time since Thursday.
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Gambling bill on
House agenda
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill to allow race tracks to operate
slot machines was placed on the
House's agenda this week, though
an actual vote is not guaranteed.
Majority Leader Greg Stumbo,
the virtually singlehanded gatekeeper of House legislation, forwarded the bill during a meeting of
the House's powerful rules committee on Monday.
Asked when the House might
take it up, Stumbo quipped: -When
it's got 51 votes in the House and 20
in the Senate."
In other words, the House will
not vote on it until backers have
rounded up enough votes in both
chambers for passage.
The lead sponsor, House
Majority Caucus Chairman Jim
Callahan of Southgate, does not
claim to have enough commitments
but insists he is getting closer.
Senate
President
David
Williams, a Republican, publicly
opposes the bill.

•Mills ...
From Front
"I want our students to be able to
embrace what they are given when
they move into the work force,"
Mills said.
She said she doesn't view the
technology at the district as outdated, but wants to see everything
used as efficiently
as possible.
FYI
• "It is not bad,
Dr. Victor
but you can always
Buehler,
make it better," superintendent
Mills said.
of Franklin
On the issue of Schools, will
safety, she said she be interviewed
plans to keep the Friday with a
tradition of staying reception at
on top of school 3:30 p.m. at
safety plans and
MHS.
make revisions as
needed. She sad
she wants to see more school cameras installed at entrances, and take
input from parents and students on
how to make school safer.
"We have done many things and
many things have already been put
into place," Mills said.
However, more than anything,
Mills said she was just thrilled to be
considered for the position.
"I an must very excited to be
considered a candidate," she said. "I
get very passionate. I am very passionate about education and I am
very passionate about children."

III State ...
From Front
Rudolph's
owner
Robbie
Rudolph was unavailable for comment Wednesday afternoon.
The grant for CCHS, Jackson
said, was part of funding that was
issued to four school districts,
including
Daviess
County,
Middlesboro Independent and
Warren County. Jackson said the
amount Calloway County received
was the highest of the four.
The high school is currently in
the midst of what Calloway County
Superintendent Larry Salmon calls
Phase I improvements, which
includes the construction of a new
circle drive in front of the school.
Salmon said the grant money will
likely be used for Phase II improvements, which he said will total over
$9 million. .
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Bill puts restrictions
on coaches' buyouts
BY BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Hal
Mumme's legacy spurred Senate
passage Wednesday of a bill to put
restrictions on contract buyouts or
severance packages for coaches presiding over rule-breaking sports
programs.
The ex-football coach at the
University of Kentucky wasn't mentioned during debate before the bill
passed 23-6 and advanced to the
House.
Sen. Ray Jones, D-Pikeville and
the bill sponsor, did cite a series of
controversies swirling around UK
athletics, especially football.
Jones said too much emphasis is
put on athletics, blurring the universities' real purpose — to teach students and improve the state. .To
make his point, Jones said a coach
can walk away with a large severance package when some university
employees can't afford health insurance.

JOHN FLAVELL, The Daily IndependentAP Photo

FLOOD RESCUE ... Volunteer fireman Rodney Thomas (bottom right) tosses a rope
Wednesday, March 20, 2002, to fireman Scott Smith (left)during a rescue in the flooded
waters of Williams Creek at Rush. Ky., as fireman Harold Holley (top right) paddles to steer
the boat out of the swift current. The boat had missed its target on shore. forcing Thomas
to run along the bank for a place to wade to them. The fireman rescued Sue Justice (second left) her five-year old daughter. Teresa, and their pets.

Mumme received a $1 million
buyout from UK last February and
was forced to resign amid an NCAA
investigation of the football program.

Appeal on daycare rejected
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
An appeal of a decision issued by
the Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments in February against a
daycare operating out of a residence
on Vine Street has been rejected.
The board voted 3-0 Wednesday
to deny an appeal by Tammy
Spengler, 600 Vine St., to obtain a
conditional use permit that would
allow her to increase the number of
children she can keep at her home at
one time from 6 to 12.
The board issued Spengler a permit for the six children, not including her own two children, in
September
2000. She
said
Wednesday that she is seeking state
certification to be able to keep a
larger number of children, but would
have to add her own to the total
amount.
Faye Garrett, who owns the property at 602 Vine St., told the board
that the daycare had caused the
value of her property to drop by
nearly $7,000 between 2001 and
2002. She also said that she could
not "believe that the noise level is
not bothering someone."
Property values and noise levels,
however, did not factor into the
board's decision to reject the appeal,
according to board member Scott
Seiber.
"I think six is probably a large
enough number (of children at the
home at one time)," Seiber said. "I

just don't think the facility is adequate to handle (12)children."
The board did allow Spengler to
retain her permit to keep six children
in her home. According to zoning
official Candace Dowdy, the permit
could come before the board again
for review, but a complaint would
have to be filed in order for that to
happen.
In other business, the board unanimously voted to issue a conditional
use permit for a proposed new retail
automotive parts store, O'Reilly
Auto Parts, to operate at 222 S. 12th
St., just across the street from
AutoZone and Advance Auto Parts.
On Tuesday, the Murray
Planning Commission approved a
partial rezoning of the lot for the
proppsed store. According to Rick
Johnston of Geotech ,Engineering,
plans for the new store are still in the
preliminary stages.
The board also requested that the
business submit a landscaping plan
at some point in the approval
process and approved a request by
the store to reduce the number of
parking spaces it would need to have
from 33 to 25.
"This is something we've
addressed in the past, and I think any
time we can reduced the amount of
spaces, we will," Seiber said.
The board also:
• Approved a dimensional variance that will allow Grace Baptist
Church to construct an activities
building at 617 S. Ninth St.

Having found multiple violations, the NCAA placed Kentucky
on probation for three years, took

• Approved a dimensional variance that will allow Dr. Monty Finch
to expand his building at 719 Elm St.
south toward the Murray Woman's
Clinic.
•Approved a two-foot height variance for a new sign to be erected in
front of Nissan of Murray, 800
Chestnut St.
•Approved two seven-foot dimensional variances for side setbacks
that will allow construction of a new
home at 407 L.P. Miller St.

away scholarships and banned the
Wildcats from postseason play in
2002.
The NCAA said Mumme failed
to monitor the football program but
he was not given any individual
sanctions.
Jones' bill would forbid universities from using state funds for contract buyouts or severance packages
for coaches fired because of rules
violations. The same prohibition
would apply to funds from foundations, athletics booster clubs or affiliated organizations.
Also under the bill, universities
would have to recover severance
packages from coaches fired at the
time for poor job performance if it's
later revealed that the coach violated._
rules.
The bill would leave it up to a
governing
body
university's
whether to fire coaches for rule violations.
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Washington Today

Latest phase in war 'more sporadic,' dangerous'
By MATT KELLEY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S.-led military campaign in
Afghanistan has shifted to a more
sporadic and dangerous phase of
small-scale search and destroy missions against remaining Taliban and
al-Qaida fighters.
"The hunt continues," said Maj.
Gen. Frank Hagenbeck, commander
of the offensive to surround and kill
al-Qaida fighters in eastern
Afghanistan that ended Monday.
"The coalition war against al-Qaida
in Afghanistan is not over."
Military officials say another
offensive involving thousands of
ground troops fighting, hundreds of
al-Qaida guerrillas is possible but
-

unlikely. Instead, future operations
probably will involve small groups
of U.S. or coalition troops tracking
down even smaller groups — several dozen or fewer — of enemy fighters.
That means some close-quarters
firefights are all but inevitable —
and those battles are among the
riskiest. On Wednesday. gunmen
attacked U.S. coalition- forces in
eastern Afghanistan, touching off a
firelight that lasted several hours, a
U.S. military spokesman said.
One U.S. soldier with the 101st
Airborne Division was shot in the
arm during the attack in the city of
Khost, which is on the southeastern
end of the valley where Operation
Anaconda was staged.

Scattered groups of 10 or so alQaida members are in the remote
and lawless region along the
Pakistan-Afghanistan border, CIA
Director George Tenet told the
Senate Armed Services Committee
on Tuesday.
"As spring emerges, we'll see,
maybe, more activity on their pan,"
Tenet said.
Those fighters could not only
return-to Afghanistan to fight U.S.
forces but also could cause more
problems inside Pakistan, where a
grenade attack at a Christian church
Sunday killed five people, including
two Americans.
Civilians, either relatives of alQaida fighters or just Afghans in the
wrong place at the wrong time, also

could get caught in the cross fire. government, not the Taliban or alThe Pentagon announced last week Qaida. More than 14 people were
that three women and three children killed.
were among 14 people killed in a
Defense officials also said
March 6 strike on a suspected al- Monday they planned to release-31
Qaida vehicle.
people taken prisoner in another raid
Finding small groups of fighters near Kandahar on Sunday after
in a country the size of Texas is determining they were neither
another challenge. U.S. forces are Taliban nor al-Qaida.
watching Afghanistan with satellites
"Like all other operations in this
and spy planes, listening to radio kind of environment, you've got to
and mobile phone transmissions and have intelligence, and it's got to be
talking to local officials to try to find good," said retired Army Col.
remaining Taliban and al-Qaida die- Daniel Smith of the Center for
hards.
Defense Information. "You're lookThat system isn't perfect, as sev- ing for needles in a very large
eral recent raids how. The Pentagon haystack."
has admitted that a Jan. 23 raid north
The battle is increasingly being
of Kandahar hit compounds of local joined by coalition partners. Elite
officials loyal to the interim Afghan Canadian and Australian troops

have already participated, and
Britain is sending 1,700 more troops
to find and attack lingering Taliban
and al-Qaida.
That's a change from earlier in
the war, when nearly all of the
bombing and fighting was done by
U.S. soldiers and their anti-Taliban
Afghan partners.
"We didn't want the allies' help,
it seemed, early in the campaign,
and all of a sudden there seems to be
a shift and we're inviting and
encouraging them to come in,"
Smith said.
"That might suggest a desire to
withdraw
completely
some
American units and rest them and
retrofit them for possible future missions elsewhere."
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From A" Readers
Dear Editor,
Expanded gambling at racetracks is one of the
hottest topics being debated in Frankfort right now.
Until this weekend, most Kentuckians opposed gambling expansion. But just 10 weeks ago, only 44 percent supported slots at the tracks. Now according to a
Courier-Journal Bluegrass poll, we are told that 56
percent favor it. So why the change?
. For starters, anti-gambling sentiment has been softened by push-polling telemarketers. I should know —
one called me last Thursday in between calls I was
making. This tells me that they are either very persistent, as we know telemarketers can be (I've got to get
on that no-call list), or they are blanketing the state
with pro-gambling propaganda.
The telemarketer began his spiel by explaining the
seriousness of the state budget shortfall. He went on to
say that there is a viable solution to this problem: By
allowing slots at the racetracks, the state could get
about $40 million in its first year of operation. Then,
by year five, the state could have about $1 billion in
revenues.
Did I hear him right? One billion dollars in tax revenues after only five years? That's right. One billion.
Then he posed the question of questions,"Are you
in favor a this?" I think I disappointed him when I
said, "Absolutely not."
This is the essence ofpush polling — frame the
question in such a way that you receive the answer you
are looking for. I am proud to say that a majority of
western Kentuckians (54 percent) and south central
Kentuckians(58 percent) aren't taken in by these tactics either, and oppose gambling expansion as well.
Now I know that basic math skills are not a prerequisite to telemarketing. but has anyone given any

thought to the dollars that would have to be wagered
for the state to receive $1.7 billion in revenue?(That's
what they say will be collected in six years.)
According to one certified public accountant, in
order for the state to realize $1.7 billion dollars over
the next six years in taxes from expanded gambling.
Kentuckians will have to bet — and be willing to lose
— between $25 billion and $161 billion dollars. That
amounts to every Kentuckian wagering between $6,000
and $40,000 over the next six years.
For one of the most heavily taxed and poorest states
in the Union, one must wonder about the ethics of the
state squeezing that kind of dough from its people.
But maybe that's why they need telemarketers to
push such initiatives.

Or
to,

Got .
Something
To Say?
• Letters may be submitted by fax at 270753-1927 or by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
Murray, KY 42071.
• Letters must be signed with the writer's
name, address and telephone number so we
may contact you if there are questions.
• All letters are subject to editing or
rejection.

By WILL LESTER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The public's belief that religion is playing an
increasing role in American life grew sharply in the months after Sept. 11,
but now has slipped back again, a poll found.
Polls taken near the end of the year showed more than three-fourths of the
public felt the influence of religion on American life was increasing. The
poll released Wednesday by the Pew Research Center for the People & the
Press showed that more than half — 52 percent — now think religion's
effect is in decline — about the, same number who felt that way a year ago.
"Religion was in the air after Sept. 11 in a way that hadn't been the case
for a long time and may not be the case for a long time in the future," said
Andrew Kohut, director of the center. "I've never seen such a dramatic
change disappear so quickly."
Kohut said there was a great deal of religion involved in public discussions of the attacks and "an awful lot of people were praying."
By a 2-1 margin, people said the September terforist attacks were the
result of too little religion in the world rather than too much. But many also
acknowledged the role that religion plays in conflict. Two-thirds said religion plays a significant role in most wars and conflicts in the world.
The poll also found that:
• More than six in 10 — 63 percent — said religion is very important in
their lives and another 24 percent said it was fairly important. That's higher
than 20 years ago, when approximately half said it was very important.
• While the public holds a generally favorable view of Muslims in this
country, people were about evenly divided on their overall opinion of Islam,
the Muslim religion.
• Half said Islam is no more likely than other religions to encourage violence. When people were asked whether "some religions" are more likely to
encourage violence than others, almost half agreed, and four in 10 disagreed.
The poll of 2.002 adults was taken for the Pew Forum on Religion and
Public Life from Feb. 25-March 10 and has an error margin of plus or minus
2.5 percentage points.
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Kentucky Backroads
by Berry Craig for The Associated Press

Folklore demonstrates •
importance of local politics
WHITESBURG, Ky.(AP) — It
might be Kentucky's most famous
political yarn: Teddy Roosevelt leads
the Rough Riders to victory at San Juan
Hill. No sooner do the guns fall silent
than he cuts a deal with a potential rival
for the presidency, Cpl. Fess Whitaker
of Letcher County.
A Republican, Whitaker was elected jailer and judge of Letcher County,
nearly as far east as Kentucky goes. He
- told and retold the Teddy Roosevelt tale
on the stump in Whitesburg, the county
seat, and elsewhere Letcher voters gathered.
"Kentucky politicians told the story
for years," said James Klotter,
Kentucky state historian. "Of course,
it's not true. But it does show how
important local politics was to people.
It also says something about what
politicians will say to win elections."
Whitaker was in the Army during the
Spanish-American War of 1898.
Roosevelt, president from 1901 to
1909, was the conflict's great hero. The
battle of San Juan Hill, near Santiago.
Cuba, grabbed headlines.
Whitaker was a cook who got no
closer to combat than Florida, according to Klotter and William T. Cornett,
the latter,the author of a,story about
Whitaker that appeared in the Kentucky
Explorer magazine in 1991.
Whitaker did serve with the Rough
Riders, but after the war, Klotter added.

Nonetheless, Whitaker swore he took a
Spanish slug at San Juan Hill.
In "History of Corporal Fess
Whitaker," his 1918 autobiography, the
jailer-judge explained: "...Teddy, without a wound and I with a bullet wound
in my left arm, took me by the hand
and said: Fess, we have gained a great
battle for our country. You or I will be
the next President of the United States,
and if you get the nomination I am for.
you, and if I get the nomination I want
you to be for me,for you have great
influence in the United States."
Cornett, whose article was reprinted
from a 1988 issue of the Whitesburg
Mountain Eagle newspaper, wrote that
Whitaker understood that "a stirring
service record could only help a candidate... . He also knew that embellishing
the record a little wouldn't hurt, either."
So Whitaker recounted the story over
and over. Eventually, the myth became
a staple in the storybag of Kentucky
politicians, great and small.
After serving as county jailer from
1917 to 1921, Whitaker tossed his, hat
in the ring for county judge. When he
was declared the winner, Whitaker was
locked in his own jail, possibly for
dumping a pitcher of buttermilk on the
outgoing judge but "definitely for public drunkenness," Cornett wrote.
Whitaker's fable survived long after
a car crash cut his life short in 1927.
Whitaker was 47, the first Letcher

Kentucky politicians told
the story for years. Of course, it's
not true. But it does show how
important local politics was to
people. It also says something
about what politicians
will say to win elections.
— James Klotter
Kentucky state historian
countian to die in an auto accident,
Cornett said. Six years later, Whitaker's
son became the first person from
Letcher County to perish in an airplane
crash. Cornett added.
In his article, he also quoted the
whole story Whitaker told about his
fateful meeting with Teddy Roosevelt
after the Rough Riders charged up San
Juan Hill:
"Old Teddy looked out over the
scene, and said,'Fess, my boy, we've
won a great victory today.' I said right
back,'Lord, don't I know it.' And
Teddy went on: 'This is going to make
one of us President someday. Now, if
you get the nomination, I'll vote for
you, and if I get it I want You to promise me you'll do the same. I told him if
he got it I would, but I also told him I
didn't want to be no President all I
want to be is jailer of Letcher County."
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Deaths

Experiments may lead to early Alzheimer's test

Ora B. Lee

WASHINGTON
(AP) - deposited in these plaques," said
Measuring the levels of a plaque- Holtzman.
forming protein in the blood may
He emphasized that although the
identify
Alzheimer's
disease technique works in a strain of mice
changes in the brain before other that develop Alzheimer's, it is still
symptoms appear, according to not known if the test would work in
researchers who tested the tech- humans. Because the disease pronique on mice.
gresses so slowly, Holtzman said it
Experiments at Washington would take at least five years of
University School of Medicine in studies before the test could be
St. Louis found that injecting an proven in human patients.
antibody into mice caused a sudden
Holtzman said the study is a part
flood in the blood stream of amy- of a major effort by Alzheimer's
loid-beta, a protein that forms neu- disease researchers to find a way to
ron-destroying plaques in the brain. identify people who will develop
Now a new study, using mice, the disease before they have obvishows that the level of amyloid-beta ous symptoms.
in the blood after the antibody
Right now, Alzheimer's can only
injection is an indication of the be definitely proven at autopsy,
amount of plaques forming in the although some clinical tests can
brain, said David M. Holtzman, a diagnose the disease to a high
Washington University neurologist degree of accuracy after profound
and Alzheimer's disease researcher. symptoms have appeared.
He is a co-author of the study
"One of the hottest thing now
appearing Friday in the journal (among researchers) is to figure out
Science.
a diagnostic tool for Alzheimer's,".
"We show in this study that the said Holtzman.
amount of amyloid-beta that comes
There currently are no proven
out of the brain and into the blood and effective drugs to cure or constream is a very good reflection in trol the progression of Alzheimer's,
these animals of how much is although there are several candi-

Services for Ora B. Lee will be at 1 p.m. Saturday at Greater Antioch
Missionary Baptist Church in Fulton with burial to follow in Greenlea
Cemetery, also in Fulton. The Rev. Greg Hussey will officiate.
Mrs. Lee, 53, Fulton, died Sunday, March 17, 2002, at 8:07 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah following a short illness.
A native of Hickman, she was a member of Smith Temple Cumberland
Presbfterian Church in Mayfield. She was formerly employed as a Home
Health nurse by Practical Solutions Home Health Care of Louisville.
She was preceded in death by her son, Frank Douglas Jr.
She is survived by seven sisters, Mary Milan, Alice Pirtle, Janice
Couch, all of Fulton; Willie Waters, Christine Spratt, both of Louisville;
Brenda Young, Maywood, Ill.; and Evelyn Alexander, Nashville; three
brothers, Walter Pirtle, South Fulton; Harris Pirtle Jr., Fulton; and Sam
McManus, Paducah; one grandchild and several nieces, nephews and
cousins.
Friends may call the church after 4 p.m. Friday where wake services.
will be held from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Mason Memorial Chapel in Mayfield is in charge of arrangements.

Lena S. Locker
Funeral services for Lena S. Locker will be at noon today at FilbeckCann & King Funeral Home. Dr. J.T. Parish and Dr. David Parish will
officiate. Burial will follow in Birmingham Cemetery.
Friends may call the funeral home beginning at 10 a.m. today. Mrs.
Locker, 97, of Benton, died Tuesday, March 19, 2002, at 11:50 a.m. at
Marshall County Hospital.
A member of Christian Fellowship Church, she was preceded in death
by her husband, Max Locker, and three brothers, Coleman Sheppard,
Jamie Sheppard and Cleland Sheppard.

dates being tested. Some studies
have suggested that folic acid and
cholesterol control drugs can be
beneficial, but research is still under
way. Holtzman said that an early
diagnostic test would enable doctors to identify patients who need
treatment, allow tracking of the disease progression and help to test
candidate drugs.
There are an estimated 4 million
Americans with Alzheimer's disease now, but the total is expected
to grow to about 14 million by the
year 2050.
Amyloid-beta is a normal substance in the body, but starting at
about age 50 it can accumulate in
plaques in the brain. These plaques
are linked to the death of neurons,
causing a gradual loss of memory,
control of body function and leading eventually to death.
-By the time a patient has the
earliest clinical symptoms of
Alzheimer's, there already is a massive amount of amyloid in the
brain," said Holtzman. "It is a very
slow process over 10 to 20 years."
He said the study in mice suggests that the blood test could iden-

tify the tendency to form amyloidbeta plaques at a very early point in
the disease.
Bill Thies, vice president for
medical and scientific affairs of the
Alzheimer's Association, said a
blood test to diagnose Alzheimer's
would be an important advance in
the battle against the disease.
"We really do need a biological
way to track the disease," he said.
If we had that, it would increase
our ability to identify people and
would greatly accelerate clinical trials" of candidate Alzheimer's
drugs.
However, he noted that whether
or not the Washington University
technique could become such a test
for humans "is still an open question."
"A lot of work needs to be done
before this technique could be
established as a diagnostic," said
Thies.

Investments Since 18.54

Stock Market
Report

SONY

Georgia Lee Speight Burton
Graveside services for Georgia Lee Speight Burton are scheduled for
10:30 a.m. today at Walker Cemetery. Rev. Larry Daniel will officiate.
Mrs. Burton, 85, Murray, died Tuesday, March 19, at her home.
Born April 24, 1916, she was a member of First United Methodist
Church, a former choir member, homemaker and graduated from Cottage
Grove High School.
The daughter of the late George Washington Speight and Emma
Myrtle Call Speight. Her husband, William Thomas Burton, two sisters,
Grace Speight and Irene Pullen; and two brothers, Oce Belle Speight and
Harold Speight all preceded her in death.
She is survived by one daughter, Billene Burton of Murray and one
grandson; Zackary Thomas Burton.
No visitation is scheduled. McEvoy Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

SONY

Judith Lynn Bales Rose, 52, Hardin, formerly of Pulaski County, Mo.
died Tuesday, March 19, 2002 at her home.
Ms. Rose was formerly a waitress at Marquita's Place Restaurant in
the Jonathan Creek area.
She was preceded in death by her father, James Howard Bales.
She is survived by a daughter, Jennifer Lynn Rose; her mother, Mabel
Maxine Bridgeman Bales of Crocker, Mo.; and one brother, Gary Bales
of Crocker, Mo.
A memorial service will be held at 11 a.m. Friday, March 22, 2002, at
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home.The Rev. Danny Holt will officiate.
Filbeck-Cann & King is in charge of arrangements.

Owensboro arrest
part of `Candyman'
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- An
Owensboro man jailed since his
November arrest on child pornography charges was among those
caught in an FBI investigation
known as "Operation Candyman," a
federal prosecutor said.
Haney Jones, an assistant U.S.
attorney and a spokesman for the
U.S. attorney's office in Louisville,
said the indictment of 37-year-old
Edward D. Erwin in November was
in connection with the FBI investigation.
According to the U.S. marshal's
office, Erwin was transferred from
the Daviess County Detention
Center to the Henderson County jail
on Monday. Officials would not disclose a reason for the transfer.
Scott Wendelsdorf, a federal
public defender representing Erwin,
did not return phone calls seeking
comment Wednesday.
The undercover investigation
was
"Candyman"
dubbed

announced Monday in Washington.
D.C., by Attorney General John
Ashcroft and FBI Director Robert S.
Mueller.
The investigation thus far has
resulted in about 90 people being
charged in more than 20 states. At
least 27 people have been arrested
nationwide and more arrests are
expected, according to the FBI.
It has led to more than 266
searches, including 16 in Kentucky.
Individuals identified in the
investigation have included Little
League coaches, a teacher's aide, a
guidance counselor, a school-bus
driver, a foster-care parent and various professionals, including law
enforcement, according to the FBI.
The investigation targeted members of three Internet discussion
groups on Yahoo Inc.'s Web site,
including one called "Candyman,"
apparently named after a song in the
1971 children's movie "Willy
Wonka and the Chocolate Factory."

DREAM ON1->>»»

CgbEr-shot
the picture of perfection

Talk about High Resolution,
With 5.2 million pixels on
Sony's newest Digitat--Camera you can throw that
old 35mm camera away!

If you're trying to keep ahead of the pack when it comes to digital imaging technology, this is
the camera for you. It showcases superb functionality and the most advanced technology
offerings available from a name you know you -can trust: Sony. The DSC-F707 Cyber-shot®
digital camera combines a 5.0 Effective (5.2 Gross) CCD, a superior-quality Carl ZeissTm
VarioSonnar lens, Hologram AF laser focus assist for improved focus and exposure metering, Multi-pattern metering and TTL pre-flash exposure control
D5C-F707

Come in and see all the great
Sony Digital Imaging Products
on display now.
506 North 12th Street
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Murray, Kentucky 4. (270) 753-7567

Price

Dow Jones Ind. Avg...10470.16 - 31.41
Air Products
51.75 - 0.95
AOL Time Warner 24.38 - 0.82
AT&T
..15.15 - 0.04
Bell South
38.09 + 0.19
Briggs & Stratton
47.41 - 0.24
Bristol Myers Squibb- 41.31 + 0.23
Caterpillar..
57.56 - 0.47
Chevron Texaco Corp. 90.00 + 0.20
Daimler Chrysler
46.78 + 0.47
Dean Foods
74.05 - 0.15
Exxon-Mobil
43.64 + 0.11
Ford Motor(New) 16.55 + 0.05
General Electric
37.56 - 1.24
General Motors
60.28 - 0.05
GlaxoSmithKline ADR
+ 0.05
Goodrich
30.75 - 0.30
Goodyear
24.96 - 0.44
HopFed Bank* 10.608 10.74 A
IBM
105.31 - 0.19
Ingersoll Rand
52.78 - 0.60
Intel
30.79 + 0.26
Kroger
22.42 - 0.03
Lucent Tech
4.70 + 0.20
Mattel
20.52 + 0.04
McDonalds
28.81 + 0.06
Merck
58.00 - 0.08
Microsoft
60.25 + 0.15
J.C. Penney
21.99 - 0.25
Pepsico Inc.
50.21 - 0.34
Pfizer, Inc.
40.03 - 0.05
Schering-Plough
31.71 - 0.28
Sears
.5E86 + 0.16
Union Planters
47.44 - 0.36
US Bancorp
22.21 - 0.28
UST
3760+ 0.18
Wal-Mart
62.84 - 0.34
Worldcom Inc.
7.13 + 0.12
*Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock.
uric - price unchanded

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request
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LYONS
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of Paducah the authorized
distributor for
Murray and Calloway County.

OVE R 50 YEARS
An American Company

New Better Hearing
Through Professional Care

EAR, NOSE AND THROAT SURGERY

Sleep apnea is a breathing problem during sleep that in cause loud snoring, high blood pressure
and other cardiovascular disease, memory problems, weight gain, impotency and headaches.
Treating sleep apnea can often take painful
surgery and long recovery times. But at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, we've
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WEEKLY SERVICE CENTER
Murray Service Center
Racer Inn Hwy.641 S., Murray

added an innovative technique to treat this
dangerous problem with a single office visit.

MURRAY-GALLOWAY

Open Every Friday 9 a.m. til 12 p.m.

COUNTY

HOSPITAL

PHIL KLAPPER, MD

Ear,. Nose and Throat Surgery

918 Broadway • Paducah, Ky. •270-443-4594
Monday-Friday • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

SiNCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.

Welfrwe
Welfrim
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WWW.IOU

nay hospitaLotg

Taking healthcare new places.

803 POPLAR STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY • (270) 762-/100
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Foundations Support
End-of-Life Series
Constance Alexander, award- As a result, the church has chosen
winning columnist and independent caregiver issues as the focus for
radio producer from Murray, recent- their community outreach.
As a result of involvement in
ly received two grants to support a
unique pioject on end-bT-life issuer -"Promises to- Keep," Murray- State
called "Promises to Keep." A Media University recently introduced an
Mini-Fellowship from the Kaiser interdisciplinary course on palliaFoundation will help Ms. Alexander tive care in the College of Health
complete additional research and Sciences and Human Services.
reporting on death and dying.
Funding from the Kentucky Arts
Her stories on the topic are pub- Council, along with matching funds
Purchase
lished weekly in the Murray Ledger from
the
Area
& Times and have been broadcast as Development District and other
a documentary series on WKMS- grants and donations, will enable
FM, a National Radio member sta- "Promises to Keep" to continue for
tion.
another year
The Kentucky Foundation for
In 2002, Alexander will continue
Women also awarded a grant to writing articles and producing radio
Alexander for the development of a pieces on end-of-life, with a particperformance piece that will, make ular emphasis on death and dying in
use of the scores of interviews the other cultures.
writer has conducted for the past
The performance piece that is
year-and-a-half of ?Promises to' funded by the Kentucky Foundation
for Women will be a "spoken opera"
Keep."
A community outreach effort, that integrates segments from the
"Promises to Keep was initially co- many interviews she has conducted.
funded by Sound Partners for
A native of New Jersey,
Community Health and the Alexander is a poet, playwright end
novelist. She has published hunKentucky Arts Council.
"Promises to Keep" received dreds of articles since moving to
national attention from the Pew Murray in 1988, and has received
Center for Civic Journalism last other grants and awards from the
Association,
Press
year as a semi-finalist for the presti- Kentucky
Foundation,
Mary
gious Batten Award. Articles about Ragdale
the project have appeared in Benton Anderson Center for the Arts,
Foundation publications and the Kentucky Oral History Commission
and Kentucky Arts Council.
American Journal of Nursing.
St. John's Episcopal Church in ' In 2001, she was chosen as a
Murray became involved in New Media Fellow by the
"Promises to Keep" because so Newspaper Association of America,
many of their parishioners were one of 16 journalists nationwide
dealing with challenges associated tapped for that honor.
with caregiving for elderly parents.

Call 753-1682

Project Graduation meeting scheduled

StO

Compiled by Kristy Hopper

When Spring cleaning,
remember others
With spring in the air, many of us may be taking time to do some
spring cleaning. While cleaning out your cabinets, keep in mind those
around us who may need items. Tonia Casey, director of Needline, has
listed the following needed food items: canned meat, poultry and fish;
macaroni and cheese; mixed vegetables, rice, chili beans and brown
paper grocery sacks. Also needed are personal hygiene and cleaning
supplies such as women's deodorant, detergent and feminine hygiene
supplies. Items can be dropped oft at the Needline office,804 Story Ave.

FRC to hold Advisory Council meeting
The Calloway County Family Resource Center will hold an Advisory
Council meeting today at 4:15 p.m. at the Calloway County Board of
Education building. Everyone is welcome to attend.

Fast pitch meeting planned

The parents of the 2002 graduates will have a Project Graduation meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Calloway County High School cafeteria. Please
make plans to attend. Also, Captain D's Rebate Day for Project Graduation
will be Tuesday, March 26, 2002 during lunch and dinner times. Please
leave your receipt in the box.

North PTO to meet Thursday
PAGEANT HONORS.. April Alls was crowned Junior Queen
at Leo's Loveliest 2002 Beauty Walk in Haleyville. Ala., in
addition to being chosen most photogenic of 48 contestants.
The 14-year-old Ails was also named first alternate to the
queen and most photogenic of Leo's Loveliest in 2001. Ails
is the daughter of Joe Mark Ails, a Murray High School graduate, and Selena Ails of Haleyville. Her grandparents are Dr.
Willard and Martha Alls of Murray.

North Elementary School PTO will meet today at 6 p.m. at the school.
"The Mania" will perform. All members and interested 'persons are urged to
attend.

Hazel club to meet Thursday
Hazel Woman's Club will have a foreign dish dinner today at 6:30 p.m.
at the Hazel Community Center.

Home Department will meet
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet today at II
a.m. at Boulders Cafe. Jackie Helm will present the program on "Land
Between the Lakes Bio." Hostess will be Vanda Jean Gibson.

SPECIALS!

Certificate.
ailable

There s ill he a Murray Fast Pitch Club meeting today at 5:30 p.m. in the
cafeteria of Murray High School. Everyone is urged to attend this meeting.
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Overbey to appear on NBC show
Murray native Kellie Overbey will be playing the role of Wendy on the
NBC show "Leap of Faith" at 7:30 p.m. tonight.

NARFE meeting Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of the National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday, March 22, at 12:30 p.m. at Boulders,
1510 Chestnut St., Murray. Roger Cooper, a local genealogist, will be
speaker. Richard Huddleston, president, urges all members and interested
persons to attend.

Kut

South,ide Shopping Center• Murray
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Spanish Speaking Stylist'Walkable

Kud

Garden Card Party planned
The annual card party of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will be Friday, March 22, at 1 p.m. at the club house. This is open to
all interested persons. For tickets call Billie Hall at 753-7886. Proceeds will
go toward the horticulture scholarship given each year to a student at
Murray State University.

HWY.641 N.
MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

E.44

ft Gifts

ri/E JOY Of 1.08 C4RDEN4'61

SCOTT FOSTER,D.C.
1625 Hwy. 121 N. By-pass
Murray, Ky.42071 •(270)753-6100

Fish fry at St. Leo Friday
The final Friday fish fry for the Lenten season at St. Leo Catholic
Church will be Friday, March 22, from 5 to 7 p.m. in the Parish Center
Building. Catfish, hush puppies, tater tots, cole slaw, white beans, dessert
and beverage will be $7 for adults, $6 for seniors over 65, and $5 for children, age 10 and under. For information call 753-3876.

Easter Egg Party and Hunt planned

20%OFF

"A Real Easter Egg Party and Egg Hunt" will be Saturday, March 23, at
2 p.m. at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church. This is for children
between the ages of 3 to 8 years. Featured will be crafts, refreshments and
egg hunt. Those interested in attending are asked to call 753-5809.

All Herb Plants & Supplies

Shriners' free clinic planned
Shriners of West Kentucky will conduct a free screening clinic for all
children with orthopedic problems on Saturday, March 23, from 10 a.m. to
1 p.m. at the Masonic Building on Joe Clifton Drive, across from Carson
Park near Baptist Hospital, Paducah. For information call 1-270-443-1893
or local Shrine members.

FREE SEMINAR
Cultivating & Using Herbs

Saturday, March 23 at 10 a.m.
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
4.
7

Kentucky's
Affordable
Prepaid
Tuition

Make A Difference Day Saturday

IKAPT can be used

ott.

nationwide!
KAPT doesn't limit your child's choices because
it can be used at any accredited college in the country.
1
111
110

00

r•
1114145111 )
1
/14,1110$
141:41

tiVtiN

Contact State Treasurer Jonathan Miller
1-888-919-KAPT • www.getKAPT.com
ACT NOW!Spring Enrollment Period ends April 15, 2002

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

5.00%
(March, 2002)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.000/o. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
Ad 1199ANN006

The 35th Make A Difference Recycling Day on Saturday, March 23,
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Murray State University Roy Stewart Stadium.
Collected will be newspapers, cardboard, sacks and any paper. Proceeds
from this collection will benefit the Murray Youth Service Center and the
Calloway service centers. Women Aware will be collecting cell phones;
WATCH will collect aluminum cans; Murray Lions will collect used eyeglasses; Kiwanians will collect food, school supplies and other items for
Needline; Taylor Bus Sales will collect oil for recycling; and River City
Mission of Paducah will collect used clothing.

Red Cross blood drive scheduled
[he Red Cross Bloodmobile staff will be at Orschlen's Farm and Home
Store between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m., Saturday March 23. To be eligible to give
blood, donors must be healthy, at least 17-years-old, weigh at least 110 lbs.
and not have given blood in the last 56 days.

CCHS Band Boosters plan car wash
A Calloway County Laker Band Booster car wash is planned for
Saturday, March 23 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hardee's and Wal-Mart.

Woodmen meeting planned
Lodge S2.7 of Woodmen of the World will meet Monday, March 25, at 6
p.m. at China House restaurant. Please note the change in location.

Do You I-kove Your Lti-i-le One's
hA
5 Easfer Outfit- Yet:1
IVlUf

nitestord

We Dom

414 Broadway • Paditcah, ")41.44 -8870
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SONY

SONY

The Wadesboro Homemaker
Club met on March 12 at the Green
Horse Restaurant on Highway 121.
After the meeting was called to
order by president Amy Hester, the
club's devotional leader, Ann
Darnell, read scripture from First
Corinthians 16:2 and Second
Corinthians 9:7.
"It reminded me that God loves
a cheerful giver," club member
Martha Butterworth said.
Elaine Collins and Grace Parker
presented the extension lesson
"Kentucky Farms and Foods,"
which focused on choosing and
consuming locally produced foods.
According to the presentation,
Kentucky agriculture is enriched
with additional people, cultural
practices and ethnic food and can
expect to benefit from diversity.
Other members present were
Ann Salmon and Imogene Palmer.
The next club meeting will be at
9:30 a.m. April 9 at the Green
Horse Restaurant. Visitors are
always welcome to attend these
meetings.

DREAM

SON-Y.
HAND\ CAW
Alit:ORDERS

ON

Do more
with your
memories:

SONY,
$299.°°

The CCD-TRVIO8 is an affordable
camcorder with excellent Hi8 picture
quality and features like a 2.5"
SwivelScreen LCD monitor and
NightShot for Video Capture even in
total darkness.

Paschall and Morris
Story telling
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Paschall and Mr. and Mrs. Roger Parrish announce the
series continues engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Andrea Paschall,
Plans have been finalized for the
second in a series of story telling
sponsored by the Hazel City
Government. The City of Hazel is
proud to announce that on Saturday,
March 23, at 2 p.m. Henry A.
Buchanan, a teller of southern tales
will regale listeners at the Hazel
City Hall/Fire House.
The first event was a resounding
success when Warren Jackson, a
retired L&N Railroad engineer,
spent the afternoon of January 19 in
Hazel telling stories related to his
career.
Buchanan, born in Georgia in
1922, has lived most of his 80 years
in Kentucky. He has been a hospital
chaplin, an educator and a marriage
counselor, who came to the Murray
area to retire and spend his time
writing.
Buchanan has written 15 books
and has been published in The
Saturday Evening Post, Good
Housekeeping, Ebony as well as
other magazines and numerous
newspapers. His books can be
found at Murray State University's
bookstore, Ginger's Hallmark, On
Cue, Castlerock and at Books a
Million and Books on Broadway in
Paducah.
For a closer look at his books,
visit www.I stbooks.com to read
excerpts from several of his books.
Buchanan made his literary mark
as a teller of southern tales.
However, some of his books are
serious fiction dealing with issues
of religion, politics and social
ethics. His published books include
Alfie's Story, Alfie and the
Moonshiners, And the Rest ofAlfie's
Story, In the Tobacco Patch, The
Goat Also Laughed, The Devil and
Tom Walker, The Tale of the Cat
Who Had No Tail and No Greater
Love.

to Patrick Morris, son of Mrs. Carolyn Morris and the late William
(Cutworm) Morris.
Miss Paschall is the granddaughter of Everett Miles and the late Tina
Miles and of Mr: and Mrs. Noble Paschall.
Mr. Morris is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Towery and
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris.
The bride-elect is a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High School and
is attending Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High School.
Both Miss Paschall and Mr. Morris are employed by Dean Foods.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, May 11, 2002, at
6:30 p.m. at Spring Creek Baptist Church near Kirksey.
.
A reception will follow at the Oaks Country Club.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Aquatics

Aquatics activities are invigorating, fun
and effective muscle strengthening and
posture improving exercises that make this
the perfect workout!
• Aqua Fit - Low impact. cardiovascular training in the comfort of water.
• Water Works - An upbeat, energetic class
that uses the resistance of water to tone
your muscles.
• Deep Water Workout - Experience an
intensive, power packed workout designed
to keep you physically challenged. A nonimpact class that conditions your entire body.
Aqua belts and hand buoys will be used.

MURRAY
TELEPHONE
&
ELECTRONICS

Come in and see all the great
Sony HandyCam Products on
display now.

506 North 12th Strect• Murray, Kentucky

MON

TUE

WED

THUR

FRI

6-7 a.m.
Deep Water
Workout

6-7 a.m.
Deep Water
Workout

6-7 a.m.
Deep Water
Workout

6-7 a.m.
Deep Water
Workout

6-7 a.m.
Deep Water
Workout

8-9 a.m.
Aqua Fit

8-9 a.m.
Aqua Fit

8-9 a.m.
Aqua Fit

8-9 a.m.
Aqua Fit

8-9 a.m.
Aqua Fit

9:30-10:30 a.m.
Aqua Fit

9:30-10:30 a.m.
Aqua Fit

9:30-10:30 a.m.
Aqua Fit

9:30-10:30 a.m.
Aqua Fit

9:30-10:30 a.m
Aqua Fit

IS

SAT
8-10 a.m.
Open Swim

10-11 a.m.
Water Works

p.m.
Open Swim

Lap Swimming (10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.)
Open Swim (12:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.)
3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Murray Youth Swim 'Iam (Lanes available for lap swimming)
6-7 p.m.
Water Works

6-7 p.m.
Water Works

6-7 p.m.
Water Works

6-7 p.m.
Water Works

7-9 p.m.
Lap Swim
Lifeguard on duty

6:45 - 8:45 p.m.
Family Swim
Lifeguard on duty

7-9 p.m.
Lap Swim
Lifeguard on duty

6:45 - 8:45 p.m.
Family Swim
Lifeguard on duty

MON

Group
Exercise

(270)753-7567

Give to Relay for Life

4-9 p.m.
Reservations
Only
6:45 - 8:45 p.m.
Family Swim
Lifeguard on duty

Schedule Some Time
For A Healthier Life.

Poetry contest
for youth planned
Students in grades 4 to 12 from
the
Appalachian
states
of
Tennessee, Kentucky and West
Virginia are invited to enter a poetry contest. The contest deadline is
April 5.
The contest, held semi-annually,
has been sponsored by Creative
Communication since 1993 and is
used to motivate young writers.
Two thousand dollars in prizes
- are awarded to the winning poets
and $500 in grants are awarded to
schools. Three divisions are Grades
4-6, 7-9 and 10-12. There are no
entry fees or required purchases to
enter or to be published in the
anthology created from the contest.
For more information go to
http://w ww.poeticpower.com/poetry.htm.
Poets can also enter by sending
one original poem, 21 lines or less
with the poet's name, teacher\
name, school name, school address.
city, state and zip to Creative
Communication, P.O. Box 302.
Smithfield, Utah 84335.

CCD-TRV108

TUE

WED

6-6:45 a.m.
Early Birds

THUR

\

1'RI

A
SAT

6-6:45 a.m.
Early Birds

7-8 a.m.
Body Pump

7-8 a.m.
Kickboxing

7-8 a.m.
Body Pump

7-8 a.m.
Kickboxing

8:10-9 a.m.
Yoga

8-9 am.
Fit for Life

8:10-9 a.m.
Yoga

8-9 a.m.
Fit for Life

9-10 am.
Fit for Life

9-10 a.m.
Body Pump

9-10 a,m.
Fit for Life

9-10 a.m.
Body Pump

7-8 a.m
Body Pump
8:30-9:30 a.m.
Body Pump

I....—

Spinning - An intense indoor bike ride
for a great cardiovascular workout!
• Kickboxing- Basic kicks. punches and
boxing techniques. No experience necessary.
• BodyPump - This athletic-based workout
uses weights to work every major muscle group.
* Yoga- Proven to be beneficial to mind.
body and soul. Drastically improves flexibility.
• Early Birds - For those who want to
WAKE UP! Variety to suit everyone's needs
• Fit for Life - An invigorating environment
for those 55 and older that tones the body.

9-10 a.m.
Fit for Life
10-10:30 am.
Little Ninjas

•

3:30-4:30 p.m.
HERO Youth
Program

10:30-1 l:3() a.m.
Kickboxing

3:30-4:30 p.m.
HERO Youth
Program
MP'

5-6 p.m.
Body Pump

4:45-5:45 p.m.
Kickboxing

5-6 p.m.
Body Pump

4:45-5:45 p.m.
Kickboxing

6:15-7:15 p.m.
Kickboxing

6-7 p.m.
Spinning

6:15-7:15 p.m.
Kickboxing

6-7 p.m.
Spinning

7-8 p.m.
Yoga

5-6 p.m.
Body Pump
6:15-7:15 p.m
Kickboxing

7-8 p.m.
Yoga
..•••••

.

5
1

IMO

70

f

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL (270) 762-1348

;Vat Repeats
Alen, Women & Chihli-, I! 1
i.1011114.111 Cholill'A& ilt-,-,-%.%,1111'1
Top Brands
PIUS SIMI
Forithol‘. nivhlinp &VintaL:,
Owner - Rita %Vali
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
Ilrs: Mon.-Sal. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
127th 762-0207
ncatripratsOrapcvnut

Center for Health and Wellness
Hours of Operation
Mon.-Fri.
Saturday
Sunday

5 a.m. - 9 p.m.
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
I - 5 p.m.

f)1 center for

n

Health&
Wellness

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HCRTIAL

Classes FREE to members.
Non-members:
$30 / month (3 times / week) or
$25 / month (2 times / week)
You must sign up for the class
of your choice ahead of time.
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Pitt, Kent St.
gaining respect
By STEVE BAILEY
tell to Cincinnati in the second
AP Sports Writer
round last year.
Joel think we have any-_,
LEXINGTON,-Ky.(AP) — Pitt
point guard Brandin Knight isn't thing to prove to the media or
buying into all the talk about Kent the fans," said Andrew Mitchell,
State being one of the overachieving a senior guard who has started a
teams remaining in the NCAA school-record 128 career games.
tournament's round of 16.
"We have a lot of confidence in
-They deserve as much respect ourselves and what we can do as
as any other team that's still play- a group.
ing, even • though they don't get
"We felt when we got into the
it," said Knight. the Big East's tournament that we could get a
co-player of the year with Con- few wins arid make it this far.
necticut's Caron Butler..
We'll let the media handle who
"Any team that's playing right is the Cinderella team and who
now is a good team. I don't know isn't."
how many more games the media
Third-seeded
Pitt,
which
or anyone else has to watch Kent advanced with victories over CenState win before they realize this tral Connecticut State and Cali-is not a Cinderella team."
fornia. also_was_ overlooked much
The Panthers — and the rest of the season and was considered
of the nation — will have anoth- somewhat of a surprise entrant in
er opportunity to see just how tal- the round of 16.
ented the 10th-seeded Golden
The Panthers (29-5) are enjoyFlashes are, when the two teams ing the best year in school histomeet in the South Regional semi-. ry behind the crafty Knight, an
finals Thursday night.
aggressive coach and an unrelentKent State (29-5), which has won ing defense that allows fewer than
20 straight and 25 of 26, isn't 61 points a game.
new to the NCAA tournament or
The only other time Pitt won
postseason play.
two NCAA tournament games was
The Golden Flashes lost to Tem- 1974, when it reached the East
ple in the first round in 1999 and Regional final.

Racers
to start
spring
practice
•

ED REINKE/AP Photo

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT...Kent State's Antonio Gates dunks during practice at Rupp
Arena in Lexington on Wednesday. Kent State will play Pittsburgh tonight in an NCAA
South Regional semifinal game.

'Kinder, gentler' Smith encouraging 'Cats
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. K.(AP)—Kentucky coach Tubby Smith turned
on the encouragement last week
as he guided the Wildcats to two
impressive victories and a berth
in the Sweet Sixteen. Smith. known more for his bugeyed. angry stare than his com.passion on the sidelines, has taken
to smiling and clapping — even
when a player makes a mistake
— as a way to get his team to
play to its potential.

After a chaotic regular season
full of headscratching losses, suspensions
and other unexpected distractions,
Smith
decided it was
time to change
his approach for
the NCAA tournament.
It seemed to have the desired
effect as the Wildcats (22-9) rolled

to an 83-68 victory over Valparaiso
and a hard-fought 87-82 win over
Tulsa.
Now it's on to the East Regional semifinal, where the Wildcats will
take on high-powered Maryland
(28-4) on Friday.
"You get to a point where you
try a lot of different things with
players and you figure out what's
going to be most effective," Smith
said Wednesday.
"This is a team that's been beat
down and has had a lot of distractions. We needed something pos-

itive, so I figured it better star
with me.
"I needed to just put some
things behind me because they
were probably more distracting to
me than to the players. They get
over things a lot quicker than I
do."
Smith opened the season claiming this year's team had more talent than any he'd ever coached.
He since has called the season his
most difficult in 20 years of coaching.
He's had to endure a player's

transfer to bitter rival Louisville,
multiple suspensions of key players for disciplinary reasons and
the forced resignation of the
school's athletic director.
All of those things, combined
with the team's erratic play on
the court, had Smith even more
frustrated than normal as his team
entered the postseason.
"I just felt like I needed to
refrain from allowing that type of
stuff to change my personality and
make me do and say and react
negatively." he said.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
With 15 practices scheduled over
the next three weeks, Murray State
head football coach Joe Pannunzio announced that the Racers will
begin spring practice Sunday.
Sunday's practice will begin at
3 p.m., and the public is invited
to attend all Racer workouts.
"We're really anxious to get
out there and see
where we are,"
Pannunzid
said.
"This is a year
where we'll have
a lot of young players who will have to play for us
next season, and it all starts in
the spring.
"We'll do a lot of teaching
over the next few weeks, but we'll
also scrimmage a lot because we
haven't had the chance to see a
lot of these redshirt freshmen in
live situations."
Pannunzio said the Racers will
practice on Wednesdays, Fridays
and Sundays at 3 p.m. and on
Saturdays at 9 a.m. with the exception of Easter Sunday (March 31).
MSU will scrimmage each Saturday morning with the final scrimmage coming on April 20, the
last day of spring drills.
Weather permitting, the team
will hold workouts on the grass
practice fields.
"We're limited by the NCAA
to just 15 practices, so it's important that we get a lot done in
that short amount of time," Pannunzio said. "Our guys have
worked hard in our off-season
conditioning program and are ready
to start playing football again."

2002 Laker Baseball

Smith: Good attitude fuels Calloway squad
Young Lakers
will replace
three pitchers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
There's much to be said about
a good attitude — especially in
the sports world.
That's one thing Steve Smith
can hang his hat on as he prepares for his second season at
the helm of the Calloway County Laker baseball team.
"This team has a great attitude." said - Smith of the 2002
Lakers. "That seems to be the
hest thing about them ... They
all work extremely hard and want
to get better."
Attitude may be Calloway's
saving grace this spring, considering the positions they must
restock after graduation took a
heavy toll. Of the 36 players on
the Laker roster, only nine are
upperclassmen (juniors and seniors).
The Lakers must replace threefifths of their starting rotation
and will have new starters at six
positions following a 16-13 finish during the 2001 campaign.
"I inherited a lot of players
last year, and it was a feelingout process." Smith explained.
"But we had a lot of seniors and
lots of experience. We don't have

many seniors this year, but we sophomore Wes Claiborne and
do have kids coming back who freshman Logan Schwettman all
have experience in big games."
vying for playing time at secAmong those with big-game ond. •
experience are senior starting
Asher will take over duties at
pitchers Mark Chamberlain and third base while sophomore Tyler
left-hander Dean Futrell.
Boggess will try to fill the void
Both will he counted on heav- at first base left by the departed
ily to pick up the slack for grad- Aaron Cowan. Senior Justin Fox
uated starters
returns behind the plate to round
Tony
Ryan.
out the infield.
Brad Thurmond
Futrell and Josh Sykes team
and
Rodney
up to form a senior-laden outEmerson.
field in left and center, respecChamberlain
tively, along with sophomore
and Futrell will
David Free in right.
likely he joined
Offensively, the Lakers lost
in the rotation
some power with the graduation
by fellow senof Ryan, Cowan, catcher Josh
ior Brian Asher,
Owen and others. But what they
Smith
junior Brandon
lost in pop. Smith's team may
Elkins and possibly sophomore
gain in making contact with the
Brandon Steele.
ball.
"I thought we had a nice staff
• "Contact-wise, we will be a
last year, and those guys are
better offensive team — and that's
going to he hard to replace. But
really
what you're shooting for,"
we've got some guys who have
he noted. "But some of our
been on the mound in big games
younger guys will have to adjust
before," Smith said.
to the pitching at the varsity level,
"The first few weeks will be and that may take
a while."
a testing period for us. We'll give
The Lakers will once again hope
all of them a few starts and see to be battle-tested
come postseahow they do."
son play after playing a schedWhen not toiling on the mound, ule against the likes of perenniChamberlain will anchor the al First Region favorites
Marshall
defense at shortstop, where he County, Reidland, Lone
Oak and
gained some experience last year crosstown rival Murray High.
as Ryan's backup.
"The First Region is pretty
However, Chamberlain's dou- solid, so we've got a tough road
ble-play partner has yet to be ahead." Smith said. "Everybody's
settled with junior Chris Owen, looking for Murray and Marshall

2002 Laker Schedule
March 25
FULTON COUNTY
March 26
MAY FIELD
March 28
at Graves County
March 29
HICKMAN COUNTY
March 30
at Union County
April 1
ST. MARY
April 2
REIDLAND
April 4
HEATH
April 8
HOPKINSVILLE
April 9
at Henry County (Tenn )
April 13
at Ballard Memorial
April 15
MARSHALL COUNTY
April 16
MURRAY
Apnl 18
at Mayfield
April 19
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
April 20 Livingston/Henry Co. (at MSU)
April 22
at St. Mary
April 23
at Hopkinsville
April 25
at Fulton County
April 27
GRAVES COUNTY
April 29
at Marshall County
April 30
CARLISLE COUNTY
May 3
LONE OAK
May 6
TRIGG COUNTY
May 7
at Murray
May 9
at Lone Oak
May 10
FULTON CITY
May 14
at Reidland
16
May
at Heath
May 17
at Christian County
May 20
District Tournament (CCHS)
1.

• Home Games In Bold
1

to make a run at the region (title),
and Graves County's stronger than
people think ... It's a tough schedule. but the only way to get better is to play the best."

EXPERIENCED ARM...Senior left-hander Dean Futrell will
be counted on heavily to provide the much-needed experience the Lakers lost to graduation.

Pitino deems first season with Cards a success
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports alter
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — One year
after he became Louisville's coach. Rick
Pitino was beaming about what his team
accomplished his first season, not lamenting a season-ending defeat.
"It was a terrific season that came to
an end by a terrific basketball team,"
Pitino said Tuesday night. minutes after
his team blew a I6-point lead in a 65-

62 loss to Temple in ihe NIT.
. Uofl. finished 19-13 with stunning
homecourt victories over Big Ten cochamp Ohio State, Tennessee, Conference
USA champion Cincinnati and Charlotte.
The I6-home victory record was the
highest since the 1985-86 squad went 171 at Freedom Hall, a school record.
Junior Reece Gaines blossomed into
one of Conference USA's most dominant
players. averaging 21 points per game.

and sophomore Ellis Myles stuck with
Pitino's rigorous conditioning demands
and finished as the league's second-leading rebounder.
Freshman Larry O'Bannon and sophomore Bryant Northern developed into
dependable scorers and each hit their share
of clutch baskets. Sophomore Luke Whitehead came back from a hideous fall to
become one of the team's most versatile
players.

"This was one of the best seasons I've
had as a coach," Pitino said. "I don't
mean that the players overachieved so
much. It was just that they wanted to
win so badly, every practice and every
game. That's the greatest thing a coach
can witness.
"This was a tremendous season. I saw
so many things that make me proud —
their effort, their improvement."
Pitino's presence also rejuvenated

Louisville's fans.
The Cardinals drew only 17,457 fans
per home game in Denny Crum's final
season. their lowest average crowd since
1983-84.
Pitino's first season drew 18,929 fans
per game at Freedom Hall, including
19,046 to Tuesday's game.
"I don't know if there's another program in the country right now that could
sell out for an NIT game," Pitino said.
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ON THE PROWL...The Murray Little League boys' basketball fifth- and sixth-grade championship was won by the team of (front row, from left) Daniel Marinoff, Brent Gibson,
Shawn McClure, (back row) coach Randy McClure, Bradley Cobb, Josh Hill, Austin
Washum. Jordan Garland and coach Ronnie Gibson.

D-backs' Durazo hurts wrist
By The Associated Press
Erutnel DuraLo's bid to play
more for the Arizona Diamondbacks
hit another bump.
Durazo, baseball's leading hitter this spring, hurt his right wrist
Wednesday night in the Diamondbacks' 6-4, 11-inning loss to
the San Diego Padres.
Durazo. batting .535 (23-for43) with six home runs, was injured
when he swung and missed at a
pitch from Dave Lundquist in the
sixth inning. He called for the
trainer and left the game.
He was taken to a hospital for
X-rays, which provided no clues
to the injury. Durazo planned to
go to Phoenix on Thursday to be
examined by specialist Dr. Don
Sheridan.
Durazo underwent two operations on the wrist during the 2000

Racers blast
St. Leo 7-0
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
TAMPA, Ha. — The Murray
State men's tennis team dropped
just 21 games en route to an easy
7-0 win over St. Leo College
Tuesday. The Racers improved to
9-4 on the season against St. Leo
(2-13).
Senior Nikola Aracic led MSU
with a 6-2, 6-1 victory at No. 1
singles over Jose Pastrello, while
freshman Freddy Sundsten defeated Yuri Mantilla 6-3, 6-4 at No.
2 and junior Thiago Gondim beat
Adrian Nakayama 7-5. 6-2 at No.
3.
The Racers spared no mercy
in the bottom half of the singles
draw as sophomores Alex Hoyem
and Zakaria Bahri and junior Mike
Schmidbauei all won their matches 6-0, 6-0 against Travis Thompson. Napoleon Peralta and B.J.
Grant. respectively.
Murray ceded only four games
in sweeping the three doubles
matches.
Aracic-Sundsten aced Nakayama-Pastrello 8-1 as GondimHoyem blanked Mantilla-Thompson 8-0 and Bahri-Schmidbauer
stopped Peralta-Frank Gildhom 83.
The Racers played at South
Florida Wednesday.

season, when he played in just 67
games. However, trainer Paul
Lessard said the new injury was
in a different part of the wrist
and was unrelated to Durazo's
problems of two seasons ago:
Last year, Durazo was bothered
by a sore back and was sidelined
for a time by a concussion.
His strong spring led manager
Bob Brenly to talk about the need
to get him into the lineup more
often, either in place of Mark
Grace at first base or in right

field.
Cubs closer Tom Gordon, meanwhile, is feeling so good he's talking about making an early return
two weeks after tearing a muscle
in his right shoulder.
Cardinals 8, Twins 6
At Fort Myers, Fla., Jim
Edmonds homered, tripled and doubled as St. Louis beat Minnesota.
Edmonds came out for a pinchrunner after his double in the top
of the fifth inning, so he didn't
get a chance to hit for the cycle.

By KRISTIN HILL
Associated Press Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Rather than sleeping the flu
off from her couch, Carly Ormerod
hustled up and down the basketball court, leading Sacred Heart
to a first-round state tournament
win.
Ormerod, who averages 9.8
points per game, scored 17 points
in the Valkyries' 75-47 victory
Iliti_ttninn champion Woodford County Wednesday. She was
5-of-8 from the field, 2-of-3 from
behind the arc, and 5-of-6 from
the foul line for Seventh Region
champion Sacred Heart (34-1).
"I told Carly she needs to play
sick more often," Valkyries coach
Donna Moir said:"She just played
a- great game."
Sacred Heart will meet Harrison County, a 62-53 winner over
Clinton County, in Friday's early
session. Perry County Central, a
88-68 winner over Johnson Central, will face Muhlenberg North,
a 38-37 winner over West Carter,
in the other early game.Friday._
First-round action continues
today when 12th Region champion Wayne County plays Fifth
Region champion Hart County and
Ninth Region champion Holmes
meets Second Region champion
Christian County in the early session.
In the nightcap, First Region
champion Graves County faces
13th Region champion Jackson
County and Sixth Region champion Pleasure Ridge Park takes
on Eighth Region champion Shelby County.
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Maryland (28-4) vs Kentucky (22-9) 25
minutes after previous game
Championship
Sunday
Semifinal winners

Today
Duke (31-3) vs. Indiana (22-11), 638 pm
Kent State (29-5) vs Pittsburgh (29-5), 30
minutes following previous game
Championship
Saturday
Semifinal winners

MIDWEST REGIONAL
At The Kohl Center
Madison, Wis
Semifinals
Friday
Oregon (25-8) vs Texas (22-11), 655 p.m
Kansas (31-3) vs Illinois (26-8), 25 minutes after previous game
Championship
Sunday
Semifinal winners

WEST REGIONAL
At The Compaq Center
San Jose, Calif
Semifinals
Today
Oklahoma (29-4) vs Arizona (24-9). 655 pm
UCLA (21-11) vs Missouri (23-11), 30 minutes following previous game
Championship
Saturday
Semifinal winners

THE FINAL FOUR
At The Georgia Dome
Atlanta
National Semifinals
March 30
East champion vs Midwest champion
South champion vs West champion
NOTE- First game scheduled for 507
p.m. with the second game to start 40 minutes after the fast
National Championship
April 1
Semifinal winners, 8 18 pm

EAST REGIONAL
Al The Carrier Dome
Syracuse. N.Y.
Semifinals
Friday
.
Southern Illinois (28-7) vs. Connecticut 42661,.6:38 p.m.

Apple Blossom Health Food
306 N 12th Street Murray, Ky

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
All Stock
75% OFF

75% OFF

Next to Faye's Custom Embroidery

Western Kentucky at 661. Samford at 672 and Tennessee Tech
at 673.
Cincinnati and Birmingham
Southern tied for ninth at 682
while Eastern Kentucky shot a
686, South Alabama 691 and Belmont 718.
MSU junior Stephanie Baskey
led Murray and tied for second place
in the field of 68 golfers with a
36-hole score of 155, one stroke
behind Middle Tennessee's Tamara Munsch.
Lady Racer— sophomore -Cuyler
Hedley led the tournarnent through
the first round before settling for
fifth place at 156. Junior Kelly Wren
finished 11th at 161. senior Megan

Easter Balloon
Sale

5% to 50% OFF
PRO SHOP ITEMS

Rees tied tor 2tittl at 168 and
sophomore Nikki Orazine was 34th
at 170.
Freshman Santie Koch, competing as an individual, finished
tied for 12th with a 162.
Murray State will next compete at the Southern Illinois Saluki Classic Sunday-Monday in Carbondale, 111

#1 On Ballot... #1 In Qualification
Paul Fur By Amos McCarts

Prices Good
Now thru March 31
15-1/2,,a Motto
High-Tensile
Barbed Wire

16 ft. x 52" Panel for Cattle
• 4 ga with heavi,
galvanized zinc
coating

'Greens fees & cart rental not included

FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY
MARCH 22, 23 & 24

• 4 pt. 5 in. ASTM
Class III zinc coating
0681-17090

3:7 IP
1110111•11.1AR
11111 HIM
'ASO,IM1114111011e-TIV.M.

FUTURES GOLF CLUB
1120

Country Club Road, Puryear, TN

4081 13504

iimmeti,g.1.7,11zo

Si

99

MC.bill Wan .'"."•••■•••

Standard Field Fence

38251

-247-3264

• Easy to put up
• Special crimping eliminates
sagging

1047-6-12
1047-12-11

• Latch chain & 2 lag bolts
included
• Double welded/braced

YOUR

CHOICE

10 in. Professional
Crescent
Fence Pliers

4081-11920
'081-11940

SI2499

‘kg

121/2 ga.
High Tensile Wire
4000 tt.

10 ft. x 10 ft. x6 ft.
10 HP Electric Start
30" Deck

10 HP Electric Start
28" HNac Deck
w/Grass Catcher

Reg. $1649.00

.457 fans
s final
:wd since

145 HP, 38" Twin Blade Deck, Headlighk,
4-Ply Tires
Reg $2,299 00
$

1 79900

Pet Kennel
Preassembled
4066-50372

700,000 PSI

•Easy set-up in 15 min with one wrencl-

S5495

Rea S185900

NOW

$1449"

Fertilize Your Hay And Pasture Fields Now For Maximum Yields

CALL TODAY!
SOUTHERN STATES

.929 fans
including
:ther prohat could
:no said.

(
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wins Bannister Classic

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
JACKSONVILLE, Ala. — The
Murray State women's golf team
went wire:to-wire to win Jacksonville State's Chris Bannister
Classic by four strokes Tuesday
at the par-72, 5,935-yard Silver
Lakes Golf Course.
The Lady Racers fired a meetbest 314 in Monday's opening
round and outshot second-place
New Orleans by three strokes Tuesday_ to finish with a team score
of 639.
New Orleans came in second
with a 643, followed by Troy State
at 646, Jacksonville State at 648,
Middle Tennessee State at 656,

SNAPPER SALE!

$144900

,

111(51

NCAA TOURNAMENT
SOUTH REGIONAL
At Rupp Arena
Lexington. Ky.
Semifinals

12 ft. Tubular Steel Gate

NOW

40.9,9ANN006

Your Authorized Sna.••er Dealer

Items min vary by dealer
SSC,Inc. Calloway Service
110 East Sycamore Extended - Murray - 270-753-1423
VISIT US ON THE WEB: www.SouthernStates.com
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In the Spotlight
their bravery was celebrated, and "Remember the
Alamo" became a rallying cry when Texas fighters
marched to victory at the Battle of San Jacinto.
In recent years, however, traditionalists and revisionists have clashed over whether the Alamo battle was a
heroic struggle for freedom or a display of imperialism
and _racism.
• Howard said he got the suggestion to visit Perry from
Russell Crowe, who has become friendly with Perry and
his family over the past year.
Howard directed Crowe in "A Beautiful Mind,"
which is up for eight Academy Awards on Sunday,
including best picture, best director and best actor.

Ron Howard plans movie
about Alamo, Texas fight for
independence

MCCH photo

FOR RELAY ... The Center for Health and Wellness is having a
silent art auction for Relay for Life in Murray. The artwork featured is by Autumn McGee (pictured).

Relay for Life to benefit
from silent art auction
The Center for Health and Wellness is currently having a silent art auction.. The auction features several pieces of artwork by Murray State
University student Autumn McGee, an employee at the Center for Health
and Wellness.
Members of the center and the community can bid on a large painting by
Autumn located in the lobby of the center. All proceeds of the auction will
go towards Relay for Life in Murray.
The auction will continue through March 25.
For more information, call the Center for Health and Wellness at 7621384.

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Ron Howard plans to
remember the Alamo.
- - -The director and film producers Brian Grazer and
Todd Hallowell visited Gov. Rick Perry at the Texas
Governor's Mansion on Tuesday during a research trip
for a movie about the Alamo and the Texas battle for
independence.
The filmmakers said they're in the early stages, and
don't have a starting date, a cast or even a location for
shooting.
•
-We have our eye on Texas," Howard said. -It
wouldn't quite make sense to make the movie anywhere
INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — A group dedicated to preelse. We're making that case to the studio."
Howard said he was drawn to the subject of the Texas serving Elvis Presley's legacy is planning a historical
independence battle because it's a "powerful human marker on the site where the singer performed his final
drama."
concert.
"It's much more complex than has ever been reflectOn June.26 — the 25th anniversary of Presley's 1977
ed on film," he said. "I think contemporary audiences concert at _Market Square Arena , in downtown
are ready to understand and embrace the complexities of Indianapolis — a Cannel-based group plans to dedicate
the story, and yet ultimately it still boils down to hero- a memorial to Presley where the arena once stood. The
ism."
building was demolished last July.
Howard said he wants to incorporate as many historThe marker will include a time capsule, the Taking
ical aspects of the story as possible, including research Care of Presley .Memorial Benefit Committee
said on
published in the past 20 years.
Monday. A scarf given by Presley to a fan at the
For more than a century, the tale of the Alamo was
Indianapolis concert is expected to be included.
the same: On March 6, 1836, fewer than 200 Texans
Presley died at Graceland Mansion in Memphis,
fighting for independence defended the Alamo — a forTenn., on Aug. 16, 1977. He was 42.
mer Spanish mission turned into a fortress in San
The memorial's dedication will follow a June 22-23
Antonio — against a Mexican army of more than 4,000.
"Elvis
FANtasy Fest" at the Indianapolis Marriott East
The Mexicans won; all the Texans were killed. But
Hotel and Convention Center.

Indiana group marking Elvis'
final concert performance

Music offers flashback to 1964
CARBONDALE,Ill. — The SIU Beatlemania performs such hits as
Arena in Carbondale, Ili, will flash- "Sgt. Peppers Lonely Hearts Club
back to 1964 and relive the magic of Band," "Lucy in the Sky with
John, Paul, George. and Ringo. The Diamonds" and "Magical Mystery
Cast of Beatlemania, sponsored by Tour." The latter phase of the
the Southern Illinois Professional Beatles career features performers
Fire Fighters Association, will per- of the all-time classics "Let It Be,"
form April 12, at 7:30 pm.
"Hey Jude," and "Get Back."
The multimedia entertainment
The cast of Beatlemania captures
experience opens with the famous the. original sounds of the Beatles
1964 Ed Sullivan Show and sings and uses stage choreography and
from the early Beatle era: "I want to authentic costumes and musical
Hold Your Hand," "Eight Days a gear to recreate the thrill of a live
Week," "A Hard Days Night," and • 'Beatles concert.
"Can't Buy Me Love."
The Cast of Beatlemania has
Dressed in psychedelic costumes toured since 1986 through Europe,
of the Sgt. Pepper era, The cast of South America and Japan. They

WEARS

have sold out at the MGM Grand
and the Sands Hotel in Las Vegas.
They are currently performing at the
Epcot Centre at Walt Disney World
in Florida to rave reviews.
Tickets are $20 and are available
at the SIU Arena Box Office or at
the door the day of the show. A portion of the proceeds from this event
will go to Southern Illinois
Professional
Fire
Fighters
Associations.
For more information please
contact the SIU Arena Special
Events Ticket Office at 618-4535341.

MURRAY
Photo provided

PERCUSSION PRESENTATION ... Logan Dowdy. a fifth
grade student at North Elementary, donated a pair of drumsticks and crash cymbals to the school's music program.
Dowdy's music teacher. Tracy Leslie, is also pictured.

CRFIFTSPIRN

Anniversary Sale

Woodwind
quintet
presented
by Paducah
PADUCAH,Ky. —The Paducah
Symphony will present a chamber
music woodwind quintet on March
30 at the Market House Theatre in
Paducah, beginning at 7:30 p.m.
This is the second of three chamber
music performances, with the third
concert scheduled for May 11.
Members of the wind ensemble
include Stephanie Rea and Lauren
Murray; Scott Erickson, principal
oboe player with the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra; Jack Dressier,
who occasionally plays with the
Paducah Symphony, and Scott
Locke, principal clarinet player with
the Orchestra.
Members of the group are all
professors at Murray
State
University and have performed
numerous times outside the Paducah
area in an effort to expose more people to chamber music.
"This is a group of top quality
musicians and there's no doubt they
will give a top quality performance,"
commented
General
Manager Leslie Rude.
"We are excited about this opportunity to feature not only our own
musicians in the chamber music
series, but also the fine musicians
who teach at Murray State
University," noted Symphony
President John Williams, Jr. "This is
yet another example of how the relationship between the Paducah
Symphony and Murray State's
Department of Music benefits the
entire region."
The Symphony also partners
with Murray State for an annual
piano competition, and the choirs
frequently work in cooperation as
well.
Tickets are $10 for adults and $5
for students (regardless of age, as
long as the person is enrolled in
school).
Tickets can be purchased in
advance at the Symphony office by
dialing 444-0065 or(800)738-3727
or by visiting the office at 21st and
Broadway in Paducah. Office hours
are Monday through Friday 8a.m.- 4
p.m. Tickets are also available for
purchase the evening of the concert
from 6:30-7:30 p.m.
For more information about the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra go to
www.paducahsymphony.com.

Briggs & Stratton Days

Final $99999
Save $300"
After $250 Savings and $50' Rebate
17HP Briggs & Stratton' IC OHV
42" EZ3 Deck
Model 27165(6 Speed)
Reg. $1299" Sale 51049"
Model 27166 (Automatic Transmission)
Reg. $1499" Sat. $1249' Final $1199"
After $50.00 Mail In Rebate
• Optional 2-bin Bagger 2497P 5269 99
Sears low price

Sale $1599 99

Sale $229999

Save $350'

Save $500'

18 HP Kohler' Pro Engine
42" EZ3 Deck With Gauge Wheels
Cast Iron Front Axle
Model 27248 (Automatic Transmission)
Reg. $1949"
• Wide selection of optional attachments
available

23HP Kohler® Pro Garden Tractor
48" Vented Deck. Electric Clutch
Model 27501 (6 speed)
Reg. 52799.99
Model 27502(Automatic Transmission)
Reg. $3099.99
• Wide selection of optional attachments
available
Example 3-bin bagger 24987 - $299
Sears low price

ALL TRACTORS FULLY ASSEMBLED

Final $1199"
Save $350'
After $300'Savings and $50'
Mail In Rebate
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19.5 HP Briggs & Stratton' IC Twin
42" EZ3 Deck with 18" Turning Radius
Model 27181 (6 Speed)
Reg. $1549" Sale $1249"
Model 27182(Automatic Transmission)
Reg. 51749" Sale $1499" Final $1399"
After 550' Main In Rebate

Owned & Operated by Opal Hart
912S. 12th St.• Murray
Bel-Air Center
Store Hours: Sun.12-5 • Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone. 270-791-2310
Rebate and Sale Price
Good March 10-23, 2002
'The store you know is now
close to home"

style
choices
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Paducah Civil War Days offer living history encampment
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PADUCAH, Ky. — Local Civil War enthusiasts will
come together to commemorate Paducah's Civil War
Days with a variety of activities from Friday through
Sunday.
The events include: an encampment featuring living
history and firing demonstrations; re-enactment of
Ulysses S. Grant's occupation of Paducah; Civil War
skirmishes and a Civil War Period Ball. So gather your
musket or hoop skirt and experience another time, another place and a little bit of history.
The main entrance to Noble Park will be closed
Friday through Sunday, and spectators are asked to enter
from the baseball field entrance of Noble Park. Parking
will be available at the baseball field and the pool area of
Nobk Park and at Carson Park. 300 N. 30th St. A free
shuttle service will be provided from Carson Park to
Noble Park.
Friday, March 22, 4 p.m.
Registration/encampment begins at Noble Park, 2915
Park Avenue. The construction of a replica of a Civil War

era earth and timber !unification has given Noble Park a
new tourist attraction and a permanent location for the
annual Civil War Days re-enactment. (The earthen fort
and costumed re-enactors make for great photo opportunities.)
Saturday. March 23, II a.m.
Re-enactors portrayed as Union soldiers will re-enact
the Sept. 6, 1861, occupation of Paducah by Ulysses S.
Grant and the Union soldiers.
Originally, soldiers were to disembark from paddlewheel steam ships at the foot of Iroadway and arrest the
mayor and confederate sympathizers. Due to the swift
movement of the river, the steam ships may not be able
to dock at the riverfront, but the Union army will still
march up the riverfront to Broadway, arrest city officials
and re-enact the historical event.
11:30 a.m.
The Union Army will parade down Broadway to Sixth
Street and turn down Sixth Street to Kentucky Avenue
and arrive at the Tilghman Civil War Museum for more
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STUDENTS VISIT STATE CAPITOL ... Sen. Bob Jackson, a Murray Democrat, recently visited
with students affiliated with Leadership Murray Tomorrow, a cooperative organization comprised of students from Murray High School and Calloway County High School, Sen. Jackson
represents the state's first senatorial district comprised of Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Lyon and Trigg counties.

)61) North 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071
Behind Cracker Barrel)

Eyecare
Specialists

-telephone
270-753-6272
1-800-272-9477

JOHN W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Ophthalmologist
Eye Physician
Cataract and Laser Surgeon
Specializing in diagnosis and treatment of eye disease.
Office Hours By Appointment
Mon., Thurs. & Fri.
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ball are $15 each or free to re-enactors
camping at Noble Park. Tickets can be purchased at
b
Noble Park or at the Irvin Cobb Hotel the evening of the
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Proceeds benefit the preservation of the Tilghman
Heritage Center.
Sunday.
t naday, March 24, 2002
Memorial Services at Noble Park
Public invited.
Civil War Living History Demonstrations & Battle
Skirmish
1-3 p.m. - Noble Park 2915 Park Avenue
The public will have another opportunity to interact
with uniformed Union and Confederate re-enactors and
experience soldier camp life as Union Forces defend a
three-gun redoubt. Admission is free and open to the public.

BOWLING GREEN, Ohio(AP) above.
— Bowling Green State University
Killed were Jessica Hedlund, of
will have a memorial service on Perrysburg; Andrea Bakker, of
campus next week for six students Strongsville; Sara Jean McCarthy,
killed in a car accident during of Brook Park; Jacqueline Ahlers,
spring break.
of•Vandalia; and Michelle Saunders
The service will take place
Tuesday night at the school's basketball arena, the university said
Wednesday.
Students will pause for six minutes of silence Friday night to
remember the victims.
The students, all 19 years old,
were returning from Panama City,
Fla.. when their minivan spun into
oncoming traffic and was struck by
a tractor-trailer. The crash occurred
on Interstate 71 near Verona, Ky.,
about 25 miles south of Cincinnati.
Authorities said severe winds
and heavy rain may have contributed to the crash.
Five of the six victims lived
together in a suite in Founders Hall.
The sixth student lived two floors

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

and Ryan Leigh Foss, both of
Huron.
All had been studying either
teaching or nursing and were sophomores except Saunders, a freshman.

Welcome to State Farm Bank'

Put your money to work with a variety of Certificates of Deposit earning competitive
rates And get the Good Neighbor service you deserve from your bank To find
out how you can Bank with a Good Neighbor", call me.
visit statefarm.com* or call toll-free 1-877-SF4-BANK

914.95*

HOLLAND TIRE CO.

B

Mark Lewis, Agent
North 12th Street
Murray, KY
270-753-9627

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)
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Bowling Green University prepares campus service
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re-enacting. Lunch will be available at the museum for
purchase following the re-enactment.
(The dramatization with members of the military,
local citizens and city officials in period clothing present
a great photo opportunity.)
2 p.m.
Union forces will defend a three-gun redoubt (earthen
fort) at the Battle of Paducah re-enactment in Noble Park.
Civil War living history demonstrations offer the public an opportunity to interact with uniformed Union and
Confederate re-enactors and experience soldier camp
life. Firing demonstrations, period photography, living
history demonstrations and numerous other activities will
be offered. The event is free and open to the public.
7-10:30 p.m. Civil War Period Ball
Irvin Cobb Hotel, 600 Broadway
Take a break from the battles and enjoy a deluxe Civil
War Gala Ball featunng —Tin Penny Bit" band. Guests
are encouraged to wear Civil War period dress. Re-enactors will be on hand to make this an event that Scarlet

Now get complete

"SERVICING THE MAYFIELD AREA."
2. Clean engine

professional mower

1. Inspect belts for
wear, adjust tension

maintenance...

3. Replace spark
plug(s), adjust gap

at your convenience,
4. Inspect or
replace air filter

at your home.
With Ready-To-Mow, our John Deere
technician will service whatever brand

art

of walk-behind mower or lawn tractor
you own, right at your doorstep. Your

6. Change and
dispose of oil
and replace filter

equipment will run better. Last longer.
And start easier. And be sure to ask us
to bring out a mower or line trimmer to

7. Grease axle
and mower
spindles

try while we're there. We can also
service your other lawn-care equip-

8. Test operation of
brakes, carburetor
and transmission

ment, including trimmers, blowers
5

5. Check
battery voltage
and continuity

and chain saws. Even change tractor

el•

attachments for you. (Repair work
available at additional cost.) Call us

12. Check
tire tread
and pressure

now for an appointment.

10. Scrape built-up
debris from under
mower deck

11. Test operation of
safety systems

9. Sharpen blades, check
balance and straightness
to avoid vibration

WE SERVICE ALL MAKES AND MODELS
www.readytomow.com

Mower maintenance you can feel at home with:"

GREEN CARPET SERVICE AVAILABLE 24/7.

JOHN DEERE
02000 21 25318

-0

AFTER HOUR SERVICE CALL: 1-866-HUTSONAG

Monday-Friday

MAYFIELD

7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p m

1201 Fulton Road •800-247-4457
wwwhutsonsag.com

7:00 a m - 4-00 p m

Saturday
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ADJUSTMENTS

I

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. It a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed . 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Elecnics
COThputers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
210
00 Sere
Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
360 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sales
410 Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
_495
100
510
520
530
560

VISA
Land For Refit (.1 Ltase
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
DISPLAY ADS
$7.00 Column Inch,60'i Discount 2nd Run,
40' Discount 3rd Run.
.11104 Run Within 6 Duv Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

11,IN 10. AI)S
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
12.50 extra for Shopper Tue. elamified. go into Shopping Guide) $2.50 extra for blind box ads.
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy or Amanda at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Card of cChanks

1.

020

060
Notice
••••••14.11

The family of

ha Nell Zaremba
to thank Murray-Calloway
County Hospice, the administration and
staff of Westview Nursing Home,
Dr Hollis Clark and Dr. Holman. and
'Terry lsaccs and his staff at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home, and visiting fantily and
friendsfor their kindness and support
during our time of need.
ii ishes

Sincerely.
Linda. Guthrie. and Chris McNeely -.ow
010

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
THE Bunnies are Arriving
- Saturday, March 23L0.
All Color- Just Weaned.
Available at
Paw Prints
Dixieland Center
762-0054
WEDDING

010

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

PHOTOGRAPHY
HY LYNN
15 years service.
270-753-1001

LEGAL NOTICE
Steven Mason and Jay Lawhorn, The Keg
Restaurant, mailing address 1051 N. 16th
St.. Murray, KY 42071 hereby declares intention to apply for a Limited Restaurant
Alcoholic Beverage By The Drink license no
later than 3/12/02. The business to be
licensed will be located at 1051 N. 16th St.,
Murray, Kentucky 42071, doing business as
The Keg Restaurant. The owner(s); Principal
Officers and Directors; Limited Partners; or
Members) are as follows: Owner, Steven
Mason of 2995 Hayes Rd., Mayfield, KY
42066 and Owner, Jay Lawhorn of 3655
Hayes Rd., Mayfield, KY 42066. Any person,
association, corporation, or body politic may
protest the granting of the license(s) by writing the Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control, 1003 Twilight Trail, Suite A-2,
Frankfort, KY 40601. within 30 days of the
date of this legal publication.

FOUND Puppy on Robert
L Miller Drive Call 7591569 after 5pm
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

020
Notice

060
Help Wanted

Family Haircare Salon would like to
welcome back our

Renee Howard
She will be available on
Tuesdays & Thursdays only.

>c› Family Haircare
506 Suite C N. 12th Si.(located behind Subway)
Olympic Plaia. NItirra •753-(1542

PUBLIC NOTICE
Second reading of a proposed ordinance amending the
Calloway County budget for fiscal year 2001-2002, to
include unanticipated receipts from Commonwealth of
Ky./hospital transfer and Rudolph's EDB (Rev. Loan)
in the amount of $3,210.000 and increasing expenditures in the area of Ky Hospital Refund (Pint to Govt.
agency! and Rudolph's EDB (Rev. Loan) will be held
on March 29, 2002 at 9:00 a.m. in the conference room
at the Calloway County Courthouse Bldg. 101 S. 5th
St. A copy of the proposed ordinance with full text is
available for public inspection at the office of the
County Judge/Executive during normal business
hours.

Your

and
Headquarters

BRASS LANTERN
RESTAURANT,
IN AURORA KY PARTTIME EVENING EMPLOYMENT FOR SALAD BAR
PERSON. SERVERS,
BUS PERSONS AND
KITCHEN WORKERS
CALL CAROL AT 4742773 FOR AN
APPOINTMENT
CASHIER/FINISH BAKER
Full-time. benefits. High
school graduate. two years
cash register experience.
good math/cake decorating skills Afternoon shift.
some weekend work. Salary $6.87 hourly. Apply at
Human Resources. Murray
State
University. 404
Sparks Hall, Murray, KY
42071-3312. Women/minorities encouraged to apply. E0E, M/F/D, AA employer.
CLEANING service
seeking a few good people. Quick advancements
and can lead to supervisor
placement Apply by appointments only Call Bev759-4222, leave
erly
name, phone number and
message for calling

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
No experience needed
First year drivers with
Werner earn $700+ per
week plus great benefits
Training is now available
in your areal Get your career in gear. Call today toll
free. 1-800-242-7364.
GIVE Me 5 hours of your
week and you can make
$250 to $1500 plus 1-800745-4418 for more into

Part Time Housekeepers
needed for resort facilities
Must have car and be detail oriented Call Susan at
436-2345
RECEPTIONIST
Local Church has opening
for part-time receptionist.
Excellent computer. organ-,
izational and people Skills
are required Hours are
830 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
M-F. Please send resume
to P.0 Box 1040-F
Murray, KY 42071

T&C Lumber Now Accepting Applications for sales
counter help and loaders.
Apply in person 53 N.
Main Benton Ky across
from Pizza Hut. No Phone
Calls.
TAKING applications for
waitress hours between
7am-2pm. Must be able to
work weekends. Apply in
person at Hungry Bear
Restaurant before 3prn.
No Phone Calls
WANTED 29 SERIOUS
People to Work at HOME
PART/ FULL TIME 800297-5306
WANTED
experienced
landscape foreman to
work full time on a busy
MANAGEMENT TEAM
2 person team to manage crew to oversee the completion of landscape mainmini storage facility,
tenance
projects. This will
Clarksville, TN. Apt furconsist of loading the truck
nished. Permanent position. Send resume to: P 0 each day with the materials needed for the compleBox 9056. Evansville, IN
tion of that days work You
47724
NEEDED Summer em- need a clean driving reployees. kitchen help from cord and a willingness to
work hard with crew of 2
June 1st thru August 2nd.
Johnathan Creek Baptist people You will need to
interact with the customer
Camp. Call 354-8355
NIGHT Shift Taxi Drivers occasionally and answer
questions they may have.
Needed. Must be at least
Apply at Rolling Hills Nurs30 with excellent driving
ery with a resume
record. Call 752-0210

HOMEWORKERS
NEEDED
$635 weekly processing
mail. Easy' No experience
needed. Call 1-888-5172362 Ext 4605 24 Hrs
HUDDLE House
Now hiring Cooks & Servers To work all shifts. Apply between 8am-5pm. Located next to Long John
Silver lA&W
LOVE Jewelry?
Fashion Advisor needed to
show jewerly through in
home shows. Avg. $25$30/ hour! No invistment!
Flex hours!
Call 888-413-1072.

AGRICULTURAL
WORKERS NEEDED
04/25/02 - 01/15/03
04/28/02 - 12/20/02
05/01/02 - 12/19/02
05/01/02 - 01/10/03
ages: Minimum of $6.60. S7.00 and $8.00 per hour
.)cpending on job performed. 750- of hours listed on job
,rier will he guaranteed. All tools will be provided at no
Free housing provided to those beyond local recruiting
,rea. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of conid0 met. Contact local State Employment Service Office_

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th Street
No Phone Calls Please

_414.
E\SLEY

SOO N. ASSIST.• A11111RAY (Next to Boesky Sat. & Amt.)
Hours: 9 coi.-5
Som.-Set.

GUN CI KNIFE SHOW
tir.

i

MARCH 23-24
Saturday,9 a.m.-5 p.m.doe
Sunday,9 a.m.-4 p.m.

6xectilive 7nn
RIVERFRONT

ETA _Iltic the Midwest's Top Traders
Be there as they return with their great displays c'
Knives • Guns • Coins• Ammo • Reloading
Supplies • Outdoor Sports Equipment
• And Much More

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Experience or Inexperience Training Available
PART-TIME POSITIONS OPEN FOR GOOD PEOPLE
Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental
Insurance, 401K, Stock Purchase,
Employee Discounts,
Paid Vacations, Flexible Hours & More.

TO BUY • SELL • TRADE

Apply M Person
650 N. 121h Si., Murray
No Phone Calls Please

ECA INC. Post Office Box 138 • Centralia, Illinois 62801
He Ohs.,,rd

.14airal Oti Dui:, 2.i /1.ur.

www.murrayledger.comi

crackerbarrel.com

Computws

Articles
For Sale

HP Computer, Windows
1997 7810 JO. MFWD
Computer,
XP, 60 Gig HD. 1.3 Gig hz GATEWAY
Tractor, 890 hr. Dual &
brand
winter
new
2000
Processor, DVD & CD weights, all the extras. Call
RW. 128 ram. 56k modem. Printer & speakers includ- (270)492-8192
DIRECTOR of Develop- $560
ed
$600
753-1145
753-8630
HANNAH Hi-Boy sprayer.
ment, Development and
MACHINE quilting
KELLERS
56 IH four row corn plantAlumni Affairs, Murray
$31 50 reg size
COMPUTER PLACE.
er. 753-8156
State University. Full time,
Murray Sewing Center
non-tenure track position NEW computers $799. up,
759-8400
Upgrades & Repairs
to begin July 2002. QualiEquipment
STORAGE Buildings built
Internet Service.
fications: Bachelor's detin site. Lowest pnce - in
On 121S
gree required. Master's
TD15 Bull Dozer. low boy
area.. Call 437-4877
degree preferred. Mini436-5933.
trailer 435-4196
mum of six years of suc9a.m.-7p m.
cessful experience in highMon-Sat.
er education fundraising.
Mobile Homes For Sale
1p.m.-5p.m
ANTIQUE secretary oak
Must demonstrate ability to
Sun
S75.. Dining set w/ 6 1997 Fleetwood 16x80
cultivate, solicit and stewVisa, Mastercard
chairs & oak hutch $800.. 3br, 2 bath, 2 decks,
ard major gifts. Familiarity
MOM COMPUTERS
black Futon bunk bed washer/ dryer, electric
with all aspects of fundA+ Certified Technician
$200 . chest of drawers, pole $16,000 270-354raising and campaign opOn site service
oak $100 492-6227
erations. Must posses
9511
759.3556
strong organizational and
BEDROOM sets - Mat- HM & Sons Mobile Home
140
communication skills. Abilitress springs, dinette set. Mover. 20 yrs. experience.
Want to Buy
ty to manage personnel
sleeper sofa, coffee & end Licensed & insured in Kenand work effectively with a
tables, lamps. All like new tucky, Tennessee & IlliANTIQUES
wide range of constituents.
753-1150
nois. Call Herbert Miller
Old toys, advertising
Willing to travel ResponBLACK Panther coffee ta- Owner. 437-3939.
items,
antique
furniture
sibilities: Leadership and
ble and 2 end tables MOBILKE
home near Ky.
and primitives.
oversight of all aspects of
$300 Firm Call 489-2894 lake. New carpeting,
roof,
We buy 1 or all!
development including anafter 6:30pm.
well, yard, barn & carport.
Call 753-3633 ask
nual fund, planned giving,
RECLINERS, bedding,
Owner at Rocky Top
for Larry.
major gifts, and periodic
and furniture on sale!
Drive. Ph. 436-2568.
university and capital camCarraway Furniture
ANTIQUES
RELIANCE HOMES
paigns. Work closely with
753-1502
WE BUY ESTATES
LOG SIDE HOME
volunteers and staff from
1 piece or all.
180
3 br., 2 bath large home,
the university foundation, Antique furniture, china,
Lawn & Garden
Moen faucets throughout,
athletic foundation and colquilts. Call 492-6255
porcelain sinks. 1 piece fileges providing optimal in10:00 - 4.30
BCS 850. 14 hp Garden
berglass enclosures, plyvolvement of faculty, staff, BUYER of standing timber.
iller ( 26 in marks), 45 in
wood floors, permanent
alumni and friends of the Pine & Hardwood Phone
Sickle bar cutter, grinder brick foundation, turn key
University in the develop- Eugene Bustle 731-584blade over $4,000 new, set up (no hidden costs)
ment program. Manage of- 1177 or 270-519-1322
asking $2.500 4yrs. old
on your lot. We also have
fice personnel. ApplicaCASH paid for
753-5958
lots available $411.00 per
tion deadline: April 12.
good. used guns.
month 2 miles N. Murray
CASE / Ingersoll lawn
2002 To Apply: Send let- Benson Sporting Goods.
Hwy. 641.
mower, 444 w/44inch.
ter of application, resume,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
deck,
1996
$750.
Scag
SUNSHINE
What
makes
and three letters of recom- GOOD
used Air Condition- _lawn mower w/52 inch
HOMES better than the
mendation to: Vice Presi- er, refrigerator,
stove, cardeck. $750. Call 759-1663 rest'? See for yourself at
dent for Institutional Ad- peting. 753-4109
or 759-3950
Arrowhead Home Salesvancement, Murray State LEASE or Rent. Dark
fire
3124 Hwy. 79N -Pans, TN
University. 106 Develop- tobacco base. Premium
(731)641-6900 or Toll free
ment & Alumni Affairs price paid up front, CalloMobile Homes For Sale
at 877-754-6900
Center, Murray, Ky 42071- way, Graves, or Henry
3313. Women and minori- County 435-4196
WANT someone to talce
ties are encouraged to ap- WANTED riding mowers
over
payment
of
ply. Murray State Universi- that need work. 436-2867
$208/month on a 1996
ty is an equal education
14x70, 2Br., 2 bath. Must
2BR, $250 plus deposit
and employment opportu150
be moved For information
753-8582
Articles
nity, M/F/D, AA employer.
call 759-0519
For Sale

WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802
100
Business
Opportunity
BUSINESS For Sale
Loose Bruce Hotdog Caboose 2 carts, 2 vans, Inventory, $16,500 Firm
Serious Inquires Only
435-4314 5pm-7pm

3 Ton Coleman Central Air
Unit 435-4196
ANTIQUE fiddle & antique
banjo for sale Call 4362427
BIRDFEEDERS and houses. Also bat & butterfly
boxes, squirrel feeders.
ect. Very high quality western cedar. 206 E. Poplar,
one block east of 4th &
Poplar. Can't miss the
place!

1Iiq
SION
N;
Atii41
• ee

•
D & S Mobile Home Movers
Licensed and Insured

We Move Mobile Homes

270-437-4608
IMF

060

060

tors in a
al law.
We will
for real
All per.
dwelling
opponu

Help Wanted

1&2
Apply at
902 N
Wedn:
Phon
Equ
04
1-2 3br
near MS
753-0606
1BR Apa
Dec 1st
No sets.
1BR apt
pliances
Cal Realt
1BR APT
finances
$335/mo.
113
Sm.
Cs
1BR.
$225/mo.
pets. 121
grounds.
2 Bedroo
Valley
$375/mo
2 Br. n
$275 Cs
4118
NEWLY
Apt_ Fr:
1/2 S. :
month p
de •osit.
RED

1B
2B
•
South
1,
Sec

• 340
2 Be.
$300/m
753-98.
2 Br,
disposa
turn
w/carpo
Pets S'
plus ly
4665
CUTEhome
month
2520
2-4
tentia

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

BRIGGS & STRATTON is seeking employees to
work on the afternoon shift (4:00 p.m.-12:30 a.m.)
Positions are available on the seasonal production
line that tentatively runs from October to May.
Several different part-time schedules will be available - 24, 16, and 30 hours per week. Benefits
include paid holidays, productivity rewards and
employee appreciation events. Applications will be
available to those individuals who apply in person
at the Murray BRIGGS & STRATTON plant at
110 Main Street between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and
12:00 p.m. on Saturday, March 23, 2002. We
presently have 20 part-time positions available.
Applications will remain active for 90 days. Please
come prepared to provide previous employment history and references. Come and join a company with
an established reputation of excellence. BRIGGS
AND STRATTON is and equal opportunity
employer.

(BRIGGS & STRATTON)
EOE

State la
rental or

SERIOUS People to Work
at HOME PART/ FULL
TIME 800-297-5306

Domestic & Childcare

*Caps *Jackets
*Shirts •Warmups
•Diecast 'License Plates
*Coffee Cups
AND MUCH,
CISSAilthlatO
MUCH MORE!

Egyptian Collectors Association, Inc.
PADUCAI-1, KY.

150

hap Wanted

All real
the Fede
illegal to
or discri
gion, sex
origin. o
ences. Ii

For fur
Adverti
Counsel

060
Help Wanted

Mum
Fair

4411411r
.

360
OFFICE Building for rent
or lease, 4,500 sl under
roof. 753-9562.

1 Bedroom - Effiency
Washer&Dryer No Pets,
starting at $200/month
767-9037
1 Br, all appl turn.. Due
guid Dr. Coleman Re 7594418
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
2BR duplex with C/H/A,
washer/ dryer furnished,
dishwasher & microwave,
carport with storage. No
pets. 436-5960.
2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking. extremely nice.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR . edge of town, washer & dryer. $335
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, downstairs apartment, $400 a
month 489-2296
EXTRA nice 2br , 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. W/D lyr lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St .
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $325/ month Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call
753-1970 Equal Housing
Opportunity

CREE
$20-$,
Be
MURR
prese
ble
7536
••

•Ins
••

/6
:
;
i
111111
AKC
pies,
3820
BOX:
maleand
527-8
•

RAB:
New
Lops
pets,
753-:

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
320
Apartments For Rent

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

FOR sine 20 .4- acres
Nice building sites/ will diode Call 489-2765

=h. ...h.,
ov, r•
On

All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or hational
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.

For further assistance with Fair Housitv
Advertising requirements, contact NA:\
Counsel Rene P. Milam,(703) M8-l000.

ayer
ant-

boy

6x80
ecks,
ectnc
354Home
lence
Ken1111Miller
r Ky
roof,
rport
Top
ES
ome,
hout,
e tiplynent
n key
osts)
have
0 per
urray
HINE
n the
elf at
Saless, TN
II free

Houses For Rent

posit

Pets & Supplies
PYGMY
and
fainting
goats Babies and adults
15 inch Dakota Barrel saddle with new pad $225
382-2485

16 H. racking mare. regis
tered, 10 yr old. Has been
trail ridden 753-2915 days
or 753-4571 after 5pm
410

or rent
under

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

ffiency
Pets,
month

753-3853

• Duie 759-

CREEKVIEW STORAGE
$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

r downing at

C/H/A
rnished,
rowave.
ge No
covered
y nice
118
wash-

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
'Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

118
. down$400 a
5 bath
ces furlease, 1
o pets

Apart6th St •
Dlications
P.s, basic
h Office
4-F Call
Housing

AKC Bassett Hound Pup
pies, 1st s/w $250 753
3820 or 210-4386
BOXER Pups. AKC, 5
males. 3 females, fawn
and white, adorable $525
527-8162 call after 5pm
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
RABBITS For Sale
New Zealand Whites. also
Lops
Breeding stock,
pets, and meat Will dress
753-8101

3 BR. 1

1/2 Bath Several
updates including hardwood floors, new bathroom flooring, tub/shower
unit great neighborhood.
Call 753-0291 $96,500
CAPE Cod 1602 Tabard 3
bedroom, 2 bath. Must
Call for Appt $122.500
753-0090

Sat. — 8 a.m.-12 Noon
Suncoast tanning bed, Clubline fitness
machine, shotguns, rifles, and misc. HHG

HUGE 3 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE

YARD
SALE

5 miles out 94W, right on
Thurman Rd. 536
March 22 & 23

416 N. 5th St.

DUPLEX on Northwood
Dr $82,000 759-1315
FOR Sale 3 BR, 2 B Central HVAC Nothing Down
905 Southwood Drive 7535561
SMALL. well -kept 2BR, 1
bath starter home for sale
in Coldwater Fenced in
backyard $44,900. will
consider leasing to own.
Perfect for young couple
starting out, 759-2385

Fri. - Sat.
Girls clothes 12-24
months, girls sizes
10-12, men &
women's clothes.
nick-nacks & toys

Dishes. patio furniture, banjo, guitar.
clothes racks, treadmill, lawn lights.
antique oak dining suite, clothes, Avon.
lots of miscellaneous items.

Utty Vehicles

97 Jeep Grand Cherokee.
Limited
leather,
CD,
52,xxx
miles
One
owner $11,000 753-4451
Mon -Fn 8am-5pm or 7531580 nights

u. cave
1990 Lumina Euro Sport
Known since new, white
$1.775 Works perfect
519-0168 or 435-4642
1999 Grand Prix, GI,
75.xxx miles PW. PL,
power seats, leather. CD
player, 38 V-6. $10,900
080 753-5953
4 door, brown 93 Honda
Accord LX, great condition, good ac. 5 speed,
manual trans, high mileage. $3500 759-1765
89 Fire Bird, w/ T-Tops,
loaded good clean, sharp
car $3,000 firm 731-7823440 after 5pm
92 BMW 4dr 325, white/
gray interior 753-1624 after 6pm
CAMRY for sale, 1997 LE,
power locks, windows
new tires great condition,
$12.500 Call 753-0291 after 5 30pm
I Buy Cars 752-0160

FOR
Real Estate and
Personal Content
Auction
Call
270-753-5086
Or

270-527-2931

111211Lots For Sale

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth'

PUBLIC
AUCTION

LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
NICE lot in city of Murray
Large shade trees. 100's
180'x 150' 753-8025

fl A Mini
Storage
Duigiud Drive
Units #5, 34, 37.
40 & 43

[
IMI
Lake Property

69 acres three miles from
ake in New Concord area
Good deer & turkey hunt111311Lots For Rent
ing or for building on [
$50,000 270-519-1322 or
LOT for rent
731-584-1177 night
492-8488

410

Public Sale
Acreage

A

C
T

750 Acres best land in
Henry County Good row
crops or cattle land 903697-2323 or 731-536-4610

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Supplies — Fixtures — Equipment

Saturday, March 23, 2002 • 10 a.m.
One block east of the Court Square
on East Main Street(KY Hwy. 94E),
Murray, KY
The friendly staff at Murray Supply say come to
the auction and take advantage of our overstocked
and surplus items. Many more items than listed
selling to the highest bidder.
Beautiful interior and exterior lighting fixtures tub/shower units - air compressor - seeders display.
units - cabinets and counter tops - American Standard
faucet's - electric jack hammers - Delta faucet's - hardware - pressure washers - gas and electric trimmers tampers - stainless steel and cast iron sinks for kitchen
& bath - vented fire boxes - hammer drills - lawn aerators - wood burning stoves - tillers and exercise equipment.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker

"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
e-mail: wdan@kid.net
website: farrisauction.com
Not responsible r
nts Announcements da,
take precedence enec all pnnted mate n

410

410
Public Sale

410

Public Sale

Public Sale

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., March 23, 2002•10 a.m.
From Murray, KY take Hwy. 121 North to Airport Rd.or 783 North.
Follow to Old Hickory Rd. turn left first house on left. From
Mayfield. KY take 121 South to Airport Rd. Follow to auction. From
Marshall County take Hwy. 783 South to auction. See auction signs.
The estate of Mr & Mrs. Lowell Palmer
Nice old oak chifforobe - nice oak 3 84-4 mold picture frames - other picture
frames - old Duncan Phyfe china cabinet - wood folding chairs - wood fold up
kitchen stool - old baby bed - old metal flower stand - old foyer table - old electric sewing machine cabinet - old oak rocker - other old rockers - old wood trundle bed - old dresser base w/marble top - corner what not - old sessons mantle
clock • old quilt box - old willow magazine rack - old mirror - old porcelain
coasters - old hats & boxes - old books - old popcorn popper - hand painted vanity lamps - old marbles - old metal chalk box - old camera - flat irons - old green
howl - aladdin lamp - old kerosene lamp - nice clean hand stitched quilts - quilt
tops - stone crock - jars & churn - 2 dinner kettles - old kerosene lantern - old
washboard - well basket - blue fruit jars - old meat grinder - mole traps - double
stand wash tubs - milk cans - some good old cast iron seats vanames - frost free
ref. - upright frecier - electric cook stove - dish washer - portable dish washer matching floor & table lamps - hanging lamp - wall clock - nice curio cabinet nice wood dining table w/6 chairs - china cabinet with matching corner cupboard
- color tv's - (2) nice sofas recliner - matching chairs - other nice chairs - wing
back chair - 110 air cond. - stereo - file cabinet - card table - feather beds & pillows - towels - bible & other religion books - striking clock - old Holmes &
Edwards 8 place set of flatware - punch bowl - bridal basket - carnival glass - old
Tureen Virginia Rose - pitcher with matching glasses & fruit glasses - old shak er sets - Kayeto set of china - candy dish - lot of old glass & china - pots &
- new 7 piece set of Vision cookware - Revereware - small kitchen appliances horse drawn tools - chicken coops & brooder - bee hives - large well pulley - odd
box springs & mattress - pressure canner - fruit jars - old yard chairs - extension
& step ladders - extension cords - chain saws - old tobacco spray -nice 8 H P
electric start Troybuilt tiller - many other items not listed.

Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch avail:4)i,
For more information & your auction needs 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W.Thomason,Appt. Auctioneer

410

• Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history.
WE SHOW YOU:
•I(10% loan, no money doan • Flexible, forgiving program
•F.xcellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
-

Global Mortgage Link

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade Work
Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 836-5681
DECKS Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Waiters 753-2592
FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
FINE LINE PAINTING &
DECORATING:
EXPERIENCED!
PROFESSIONAL!
731-642-8227
(PARIS)
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
H & S Cleaning Service
Home & Office Cleaning
Service Call 753-0413
Leave Message
For Free Estimates
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Give us a call Yes we
haul junk
Phone: 436-5759

Landscape Designs, installation and Maintenance
Cheaper than the nursery, with nursery quality!

Jamie Wade

(270)436-6255
s

Murray, KY

Free Estimates
References Available
10 Years Experience

Gem Puckett• Darren Jones • Jacquelyn Wt,',:
753-7407 - 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

['
SPort Utility Vehicles
1985 Chevy Blazer- 4
Wheel Drive, White, New
Tires. Solid Body, Runs
Good,
Sharp
Truck!
$4.500. Call 753-0943
anytime after 9 a.m.
1988 Toyota 4 Runner 5
speed, air, 4 cyl Red
188,xxx, very dependable.
clean $2,950 270-2476124

Public Sale

-.....- vow. yr- -.•.......- ... Nrurir----i,
Mrle.tat• . I I li.
ip•Itale,felagomrestititH,-11
MILf....11.111
'12:_INK.17..ILt.A.-11-117...../Z-A1-11i--i-=11
Mar

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194.
ADVANCED Mower repair.
tillers, go carts, etc Free
pickup. delivery 436-2867
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272

ilitommoism

WADE FARMS

1"011 SHOW US:

1999 Miata. Green / Tan
Top; excellent condition;
low miles; cruise; leather;
power windows / locks:
Bose stereo system w/CD
and cassette; air dam; premium wheels; $14, 900;
call Joe at (270)492-8279
or (270)753-1130
2000 Ford Taurus, white
w/gray interior, V-6, auto
76,xxx miles, power everything, tilt, cruise $9,500
OBO 759-8804 Nights or
210-4354 Days

410

Public Sale

1 -A Tom Vance Genera
Contracting Remodeling
Custom Wood Work Additions Custom Tile Mosaics Painting Pressure
Cleaning We Do It Alll
Quality References Available 767-9036 or 994-0388

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

1

Public Sete

Sat., March 23
9 a.m.

Public Sale

2 Br., C/H/A, stove. ref.,
disposal, Washer & dryer
turn
Newly decorated
wicarport Joins MSU, No
Pets $400/month, Deposit
plus 1yr. lease Call 7594665
CUTE- small
country
home 1 bedroom $290/
month plus security 4742520

360
Storage Rentals

339 Elm Grove Rd.(go 1.5 miles
on 94 E. to Van Cleave Rd. Go 3
miles on Van Cleave Rd. to Elm
Grove Rd. Turn left at Silo.

2 bedrooms. 1 bath in Alno Great starter home or
ental property $27,000
759-9189

riga

410

2 Bedroom, 1
Bath
$300/month plus deposit
753-9826

RENT-2-OWN
2 - 4 Bedroom houses,
Potential owner financing
753-4109

to Turner, 2nd
house on left.

Clothes - infant to
adults, lamps, pictures, bedspread
toys, skateboard,
fishing tackle, etc

We will not knowingly accept any advertising
for real estate which is in violation of the law.
All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis.

1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or753-0606
1BR Apartment, available
Dec. 1st Close to campus.
No pets. 753-5980.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR APT for rent. All appliances. Pets allowed.
$335/mo. Call 436-6291
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR.
furnished
apt
$225/mo $100 deposit No
pets. 121 N. next to Fairgrounds. 753-3139
2 Bedroom duplex at 1304
Valley
Wood
Drive
$375/month 759-4406
2 Br. near MSU C/H/A
$275 Coleman Re 7594118
NEWLY decorated 1br
Apt Free standing. 411
1/2 S. 8th St, $220. per
month plus $300. security
deposit. 474-2520
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

MOVING SALE

Sat., March 23
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.

WD
al &
Call

[

11121
HOMtb For Sale

GARAGE SALE
94 E. to 732, right
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( ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION)
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
Saturday, March 30th Al 10:00 A.M.
Mr. & Mrs, J.C. Warren Farm
Nlimata- "Ts-1 ICBit ar, DCIf

4ir

TOP
IL

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979

Used Trucks
1969 Dodge 1 ton with
hoist, 318 V8, 4 speed
Runs and drives good
body rough $1,800
1957 Ford F-500, 26.xxx
onginal miles service body
& PTO winch $1.400 7591094 After 5pm

Heaven's Best

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING
Dry in 1 hour
No sticky residue, Non-toxic & Hypo-Allergenic
Residential & Commercial
New image in carpet cleaning
Got stains? We'll remove them.

1985 Silverado
$2,900
From Tri City Take Hwy 97 South 1 6 Miles To
753-1356
Swan Rd. Turn West. Proceed .6 Mile To Lester
For a free estimate call: 270-492-8510
1996 DODGE 1/2 TON
Rd Proceed South 8 Mile To The Farm'
Se:mt.-ace Sit GlrOIVIDS C43,1111rIlt y
or pager 270-762-7578
RAM SPORT. 1500 214 miles S Of Mayfield • 12 Miles SW Of Murray
WHEEL DRIVE, BLACK,
WITH LOTS OF EXTRAS,
7aft
.
.9
LOW MILEAGE. 360 V8,
-Stellirsgy 121 Chrzie l'ir-act
LOADED. EXCELLENT
Virg.. Gaariepc1 Taike.siumicire Bases
CON. ASKING S12.000 •Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
•Install braces & floors joists under houses
OR BEST OFFER. 435for sagging or weak floors.
4289 OR 753-2312
'Replace or repair water and drain line
I.
'72 Chevy truck with 1985
'Install moisture barriers.
350 V-8 engine Auto,
We Do All Kinds of.Remodelinii,at
iratki.
trans , long bed Great
work truck
David Gatlimore,
Call and make offer
Owner
Farmers - Investors - Land Buyers!!
270-767-0710
Southeast Graves Second Bottom Farm
will Do Insurance Work
FOR Sale:
'
Very, Good Farmland!
,
•
83 Nissan Ext. cab
Some Woodstand - Great Hunting
67 Jeep 66.xxx miles
Selling Regardless Of Price!
82 8-350 Dodge Van
ALL Carpentry„
HAULING
20,xxx miles, 49 Dodge
The Auction Will Be Held On The Farm
Electrical.
Cleaning out garages.
Saturday, March 30th At 10:00 A.M.
car all orig., low miles
New Const Home & Mosheds, carport atics,
435-4196
bile Home repair. Termite
and storage
15% Down, Balance In 30 Days!
& Water Damage, Re753-2555
3.74 ACRES OF FIRE CURED TOBACCO BASE
placement Windows. Vinyl
Luke Lamb
Boats & Motors
WILL BE AUCTIONED SEPARATE FROM THE LAND!!
Siding. Painting, Decks
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
EFFECTIVE 2002 SEASON - FSA FARM *5940
Call Larry Nimmo
AMOUNT INDICATED IS THE 2001 ALLOTMENT
PAINTING
16FT Monarch Jon Boa
TOPACn 'n - —
'.' '
''''' '
;A, r DAY"
'For all residential and
w/40 hp Johnson Good 753-9372, 753-0353
small commercial
condition $3,500 437B&D Lawn Service
painting needs
Taking new lawns, Now
4066
.36 years experience
Schedule
early
for
best
the
17FT Duracraft 68 HP
74AUCTONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
.Interior & Exterior
Johnson 2 Depth finders, rates Also Mulching, tree
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466 .
ljC
*Custom spraying for
removal.
hauling,
Junk
and
JC "THE SELLING MACHINE' n
trolling motor, trailer &
lawn/patio furniture
canvas cover, like new. other miscellaneous lobs
Call For Brochure - www.jamesrcash.com
Louver doors shutters
767-9187
Call
519-2135
$7,900 Call 767-9115
•No lob too small
18 ft Pro craft fish/ski, lots BACKHOE & TRUCKING
'Free estimates
ROY HILL.
of extras, garage kept
Please can 753-8858
410
410
Septic system, gravel.
489-2296
Lawn And Garden Work
Public Sale
white rock
Public Sale
1997 Regal Express CruisNeed your lawn or land436-2113
er 42ft , 216 hrs Motivated
scaping groomed'? How
seeker Call 931-358-0675
about your garden tilled
THE MAYFIELD OPEN
BOAT & Trailer 16f1, like
MURRAY LAWN and weeded'? Call 759new. 40 HP Johnson. w/40
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
& LANDSCAPE 0278 for a free estimate'
Hrs., lots of extras. 3 yrs
lawn Mowing • Tnmming
LEE'S
SAT. APRIL 6TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
old $4.905 759-1764
• Mulching • Fertilizing
CARPET
530
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD,KY
call 759-4762
CLEANING
Services Offered
Fri. Openings Available
Plan To Come Spend The Day
•
'Carpets 'Furniture
100'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
'Emergency water
BRANDON'S
If You Missed The Huge March Auction,..HereIs Another Owl!
removal
Outdoor Services
Coastructivo
'Free Estimates
1T IFt ALICTIDIRS - --AILI._ SIZES!!
.Paint 'Lawn *Mulch
Solutions
IDAIGICIRCIIE-G - 130ZEIRS
'Wrinkle Repair
•Shrubs 'Tiling •Bushhog
TFe ILDICIICS — Trit ^OILIERS
"Your Minor
(270)436-5277
*Quick Drying
HAY EQUIP - LAWN & GARDEN EQUIP
CARPORTS Starting at
Problem Is Our
PLANTING AL TILLAGE EQUIP
753-5827.
$675 installed Roy Hill
Major Concern"
IMPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!!
Mitchell Brothers
(270)436-2113
Paving Specializing in
Electrical,
BRING YOUR EOUPMENT TO THE FAIRGROUNDS
Cecil McLeod's
-1-'VI Li Ft5ClLW iCl Ft IF Ft I C:PAN"
*Asphalt paving
Additions,
Lawnmower Repair
.c> IF. Izt I IL_ zi-Tr 11-11 AIM ra•
--r-I--11
*Seal coating
Pick-up & delivery
8:00 A.M. Until 6:00 P.M. Each Day
Renovations,
.Striping
753-9814
Only Farm Related Items Will Be Accepted!!
Home Overhauls.
'Hauling
Please No Worn Tires, Battered Fuel Tanks
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
759-0501
Call Us At
We Only Accept Items That in Ow Discretion Are Saleable
OF MURRAY
753-1537
Please Have Patience With Us....
270-753-8254
"Lawn Maintenance
Construction Is In Progress Near The Fairgrouns
MOODY'S Mower Repair
*Leaf Pick-up
affordable
A
hawing,
Pick Up & Deliver
lunK
AUCTION STARTS AT 9:00 A.M.
•Bed mulching
clean up. tree work, gutter
753-5668
270-753-6772
cleaning 436-5141
MOWING and Trimming
O G Landscaping
A-1 ADVANDED HAUL'WACKER& REAL ESTATE BROKER
Small to large yards
J
ING , lunk clean up, clean- Complete Lawn Service
FANCY FARM,KY- 270-623-8466 !C
within Murray area
'Insured *Free estimates
ing out sheds, gutters tree
"THE SELLING MACHINE' "
Steve 767-9178
(270)753-2210
work 436-2867

di7 ACFtIES

David's Home Improvement

III

731447.4422

JAMES R. CASH
R

I

JAMES R. CASH

RC
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$30
Services Offered

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

THURSDAY MARCH 21 2002

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

630
Sanwa Offered

Servkes Mired

Services Offered

Ifour Home improvement Neadquarfers

STEVE VIDMER

By Pete

Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street

DEAR
sionally r
"designe
may not
exceptio
have only
drop in b
suffered
ness, (as
and faint
pletely #
dietary

Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

MR. LAWN CARE
759-2514
*Mowing *Landscaping
'Gutter-Cleaning
ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional
435-4645
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
MOWERS FOR SALE
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
753-0260
SUNRISE
Landscaping
now scheduling for spring
Weekly lawn maintenance
available, free estimates
767-9735
SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
WILL housecleaning
call 270-354-8201
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
Spring Scheduling
437-4407
210-6268

Statewide
Classifieds

ANNOUNCEMENTS
*SUPER
SUNDAY,
MARCH 24. 2002 Giant
Automotive Swap Meet
And Car Sale Indiana
State
Fairgrounds,
Indianapolis 8 AM- 3 PM
500 Space Available "All
Indoors" Call 708-5634300 8 AM-5 PM M-F
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•ATTENTION
HIGH
INCOME
EARNERS!!!
National Prefab Co seeking
area
dealers
Const/Sales Exp an asset'
Details 1-888-755-2538
*ESTABLISHED FURNITURE
STORE
in
Hodgenville Great investment for right buyer.
Includes all inventory.
growing clientele, established dealers and delivery
vehicle Call (270) 3580306

David's Cleaning
Services

David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs
_._._._._._._._._._._._._.

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Free Estimate,s - JO Year) Experien

489-6155 or Cell 339-7 16

#1 & #2 available in most colors

WANT to lease air or dark
fired tobacco base Call
(270)492-8192

tarnb Brother
Moving Co.
1-800-611-6854
• 1-270-753-2555

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

7-- --Lamb Brothers
Tree Service

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture

1-800-821-6907

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates

Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

24 Hr Service

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Statewide
Classifieds

1,

Trimmzr,'

Want to lease
dark fire or
air-cured
tobacco base.
492-8790

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $182 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including

Cleanup Sir

Hedge-7'rirnrning FEquipment
"
Commercial A
Tree & Stump
Residential
Renton:1/

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

*MORTGAGE LOANS as
low as 5.756 fixed! Good
or bad credit! Refinance,
cash out, contract for deed.
consolidation. Call Pat
Casada,
Discount
Mortgage
Source
of
Louisville 1-866-491-1001.
REAL ESTATE/REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE
*LAKE LOG HOME 6
Acres-S69.900. Beautiful
new w/log home with over
1800 sq ft. of living space
on gorgeous 30.000 acre
recreational
lake.
Spectacular lake setting.
Paved roads, utilities,
water. Exc. Financing. Call
now '866-770-5263 ext.
742.
'NEW LOG CABIN on 3
acres with free boat slip &
private
lake
access
Tennessee
mountains.
Near
18
hole
golf
course $69,900 Terms call
1-800-704-3154 x 237.

HEE to good home
mixed pups gentle and
adorable 436-5830 or 4365835

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

.0•1•
.
1 -

MONEY TO
LEND/LOANS
*COMMERCIAL LOANS:
Rates are going UPI Call
502-485-0087-refinance,
purchase.
consolidate.
restructure. acquisitions,
equipment, construction.
working
capital.
$300,000. no ceiling$$SS.
JB Commercial FundingEmail.loanmaster24aol.c
om

BANKRUPTCY

No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Repairs

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

We Specialize in Cleaning
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick .All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Driveways

ROOF
SMITH
REPAIR
in !tool
Spec

Roofing Metal

Shopper for only $250.
Call 753-1 916 For Details

Horoscopes

Statewide
Classifieds

NEW START! Get your
CDL in 15 days and earn
40K your first year. No
Money
Down
Transportation, Lodging
and Meals provided. Call
1-877-274-7883.

*A

*ATTENTION DRIVERSNO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
TMC
Transportation needs drivers
$650 guaranteed
weekly. Potential to earn
5900 per week or more
and still get home on
weekends!' For CDL training call 1-800-206-7364

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

wit" cl

11

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1x2 ad 25 WORD MAX.
:38.00
1 insertion
$13.00
2 insertions

*AVERAGE $900 WEEK
plus Bonuses with 1 year
OTR experience (Class A
CDL, Hazmat), More experience pays more! Top
Miles and
Hometime!
Heartland Express 1-800441-4953 www heartlandexpress com

FOR SALE
•DRIVER-$4,000 Sign-on
*COMPLETE SATELLITE
Bonus and up to 41 cpm
SYSTEM with 2 receivers
for OTR company drivers
installed for less than
Great benefits! CDL-A and
$50.00. Call 502-254-0768
One Year OTR required
or 1-866-398-3474
800-473-5581 eoe
, *SAWMILL $3895 NEW
*DRIVER
SUPER
TRAINEES
LUMBERMATE
Needed now, start your
2000. Larger capacities.
future today! $32K+ first yr.
more
options.
15 day Class A CDL
Manufacturer of sawmills.
course
Over
edger's and skidders.
the
road/overnight. No out of
Norwood Sawmills. 252
pocket fees. Job placeSonwil Drive, Buffalo. NY RESORTS RENTALS
ment on site. Complete
14225. 1-800-578-1363.
•A BEAUTIFUL, COM- tuition
reimbursement.
EXT 300-N.
PLETE SMOKY MOUN- Small
class
sizes,
*USED UTILITY POLES TAIN WEDDING. Original
financed
FOR SALE. Good condi- Log Wedding Chapel tuition$4500
tion, $1 ,850/$1.950 per Everything provided: pho- $2995 cash price. Call
today 866-504-3065 or
load-delivered.
Call tos, video, flowers, formal
local 812-246-0199.
Winstead@ 1-800-647- wear, cabins. Smokies
6221.
best value. 1-800-262- 'DRIVER -COVENANT
5683. www.smokymtnwed- TRANSPORT Now offering
HELP WANTED
Per Diem Pay for experi•ARE YOU CONNECTED'? clingchapels.com
Internet Users Wanted. •"GET MARRIED" Smoky enced Teams. Solos and
0/0www.mmfh.com
1-800- Mountains. Areas Most Trainers.
351-4138. Herbalife
Beautiful Chapel, Ordained Solos/Teams 83c. Call 1Ministers.
Complete 888-MORE-PAY (1-888*AVON Entrepreneur want- Arrangements, 667-3729)
ed Must be willing to work Honeymoon/Family
whenever you want, be Cabins,Breathtaking *DRIVERS NEEDED! Too
Much Freight' Sign On
your own boss, and enioy Views,
Fireplaces.
unlimited earnings. Let's Weddings Arrangements Bonus/6 Mo Flatbed Exp
Excellent
Pay.
Full
talk. 888-942-4053_
1-800-893-7274, Vacation
Benefits Rider Program
*MOVIE EXTRAS NEED- Lodging 1-800-634-5814 Assigned Conventionals
ED for future TV & Film smokyweddings.com
you drive home 800-44iproductions To register *OUTER
BANKS. NC 4271 ext -ET135
call the Movie Extras Guild Vacation Corolla w/family
of America, Inc. at 866- Pine Island North-Ocean -DRIVERS-HOME EVERY
WEEKEND. No NYC
260-6342
Ocean
Sound
Or Hill
Accommodate 8-24 peo- Company. Start up to
www.MEGAcasting.com
ple, pools, elevators, gold.
Superior
36ca
mile.
*SALES REPRESENTA- pets. Corolla
Classic Insurance's and Benefits
local
TIVES
territory
Vacations-brochure 866- Owner Operator 83c/mile,
$1000/1500 per week pos- 453-9660 corollaclassicva- fuel surcharge Paid Base
Plate'Permits/Fuel
sible 2-3 Pre-set appoint- cations.com
ments daily NO COLD *PANAMA CITY BEACH. www.epestransport corn
CALLING No Slow/Off Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
TO
Season.
Immediate Resort From $39 (1-2 p •DRIVERS-LEASE
OWN-CRST Flatbed has
Delivery, No Hold Backs, Arrive
Sun/Mon-FREE
various tractors available
Solid Financing, Company night,
4/6/02-5/1/02,
Sponsored
Health restrictions) Pools, river Freightliners Peterbilts &
Insurance
Guaranteed ride, suites, bar 800-488- Internationals No Money
For
More
income during training 8828. www.sandpiperbea- Down
Information CALL 1-888period TOLL FREE 1-888- con.com
239-5527
543-1788
*ROMANTIC
CANDLE*SMART MOMS Work from LIGHT
WEDDINGS 'DRIVE RS -Owner
Herbalife
Mail Ordained
home
Ministers, Operators Needed CDL
order This one works 1- Elegantly Decorated Full
w/Hazmat Good MVR 23
800-429-7902
service chapel. Photos, Years of Age or Older
1
*WANT TO CELEBRATE Videos. Honeymoon cab- Year OTR Experience Call
SPRING'? Do if from the ins Fourth night free Steve Cone at 888-690Gatlinburg, TN 1-800-933- 1830
Backhoe
seat of a
LANDSTAR
Trackhoe, or Bulldozer 7464 WWW sugarlandwed- RANGER
dings corn E-mail wedJoin our Training Program
Great Opportunityl Great dings ift sugarlandwed- *EXPERIENCED
DRIWages! Call 1-866-432- dings corn
VERS Wanted OTR Van &
8937
TRUCK DRIVERS
Flatbed
Opportunities
HELP WANTED
$1000 Sign On Bonus!
MEDICAL
*MEDICARE PATIENTS •WANNA BE A TRUCKER'? Company Drivers Home
INHALERS No CDL No Problem, 2 Wk weekly Must have clean
USING
Albuterol-Atrovent - Training $34-$42K Yr + driving record 800-234Combivent-Serevent - Benefits Must be 21 or 5400
Azmacor1-Flovent
and older with a Valid drivers •LOOK-LEARN -DRIVE ,
Othet,s Haviog. Difficulty'? license 800-219-7593
Top Gun Driving Academy
Again
Breathe
Easy
•ARE YOU SEARCHING Wihts Student Drivers 2Medicare covered liquid
Training'
CDL
FOR A NEW CAREER"? Week
therapy may be available if
Assistance'
Learn to run with the Big Placement
qualify MED-A-SAVE 11-888-645-8505.
Dogs' CDL Train with the Call!
ext
800-224-1919
best! Top notch instructors 5751 Briar Hill Road
KY1202
Lexington, Kentucky
Toll Free 866-244-3644

It's easy...
with an ad in
the classifieds.

$16.00

3 insertions

2x2 ad 70 WORD MAX.
$15.00
$24.00
$30:00

1 insertion
2 insertinns
3 insertion
Ads must be paid in advance

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whittle!! Ave.• Murray, KY

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

•TRUL.K
DRIVING
SCHOOL *No
Money
Down 'Earn up to $35.000
your first year •100°. Job
Placement
Assistance
•Company
Tuition
Reimbursement
CALL
TOLL FREE' 1-888-2117072

*NOW HIRING! Flatbed •OTR
DRIVERS-Mainly
Drivers.
Good
Pay. Midwest/Southeast/South.
Excellent Benefits with No unloading, No NYC,
Retirement.
Pete Late Model Conventional
Conventionals. Air Ride Condo's/ 2 Years OTR
Flats. Specialized Hauling- With Hazmat Pay all
1 -800-831-0870.
miles. 800-896-8118 8 am5 pm CDT Omaha, NE.
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Searching for a new
he hard, unless
you know where to look Don't get
discouraged. start sour search in the right
place The Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Sedion You'll find an extensise
listing of pills Si', whether you're taking
your first step ,•riu fifth

753-1916

...give the Classifieds a look.

MLRRAY

LEDGER

Statewide
Classifieds

*NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED. $34.000 First Year
Potential' CDL in 15 Days'
Graduate Employed, hotel,
transportation,
meals,
D 0 T. Physical Included.
0 tuition financing &
100.
reimbursement 800-5504818
Or
www cdltraining.com

AWARDED ... Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority and Alpha Sigma
Phi fraternity were recently awarded the Murray State
University Alcohol Risk Management Award for their efforts to
educate students concerning the dangers of irresponsible
use of alcohol. The award was presented by the Coalition for
Alcohol Risk Education (CARE). Pictured from the left are
Judy Lyle. Student Health Services; Allison Epperson, coordinator of intracollegiate sports; Sara Williamson of
Versailles, Ky.. representing Alpha Sigma Alpha; Joe Ponder
of Perryville, Mo.; and Tony Burba of Bardstown, Ky., representing Alpha Sigma Phi; and Mike Young, assistant vice
president of student affairs.
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LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Slow down and let another catch
up! You might prefer working alone,
under the circumstances. You gain when
doing research or any type of project
involving concentration. Brainstorm
with an associate you respect later in the
day. Tonight: Time away from it all!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Though a meeting brings better results than anticipated, you might
have an unanticipated problem involving
someone quite important in your life.
Detach, and you'll find solutions that
work for you as well as others. Tonight:
Where your fnends are.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. March
22, 2002:
You can be unusually successful if you
don't lose your primary focus in life.
Much occurs involving your family and
home. Travel and/or education play a
significant role in increasing your
income this year. Use an innate talent,
and success will become yours. Secunty
becomes
a
primary
issue.
Misunderstandings can happen out of the
blue. You also have extraordinary' energy
and drive. You find that many around
you wish you well. If single, you will
meet someone who will be most important to your life this summer. Your love *** Curb a tendency to overreact
life will sizzle as a result. Carefully con- before you find yourself knee-deep in a
sider what kind of a relationship you problem. Emphasize your work and/or
a
want. If attached, your relationship will public appearance. You will
make quite
point to greater involvement with your an impression on someone. Count on it.
family and those in your immediate cir- Let another approach you with his
or her
cle. A decision made by both of you adds ideas. Tonight: Work late-sorry.
to the dimension of your relationship. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
CANCER often challenges you.
**** You're on a roll, possibly with
- everything but finances. You find that
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll another understands much more than you
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; real
tenistciaulsstripn.s
DiscussionsDon'tinyo
involve
'a y noeducationu t
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
potential
nad il
you get all the facts and figures. Tonight:
ARIES (March 2I -April 19)
Opt for a weekend getaway.
**** New opportunities appear close SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
22-Dec. 21)
to home. You might be confused by ****
Someone makes an offer that's
another's lack of communication and too good to
refuse. You don't want to get
self-expression. Charge your energy upset. Make
sure a family member or
where it makes a difference, as opposed roommate
completely: understands what
to something futile. Leave work early if you're about
to do. In any case, process a
possible. Tonight: Rent a movie and work-related
matter with care. Tonight:
order in!
Another tries to lure you. Let him or her!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You draw positive responses. **** Allow
someone to make the
You might not exactly be sure where first choice.
Your sense of direction helps
another is coming from, but you see his you sort
through a problem or misunderor her frustration. A meeting could get
standing. Use more of your creativity
off to a bad start. Give others direction when
dealing with others. Learn to expewithout displaying any frustration. rience
life from others' perspectives.
Tonight: Get together with a fun friend.
Tonight: Enjoy your friends and loved
ones.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Don•t become impatient with a AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
difficult associate who might challenge *** Though you're normally a very
your leadership. Deal with what you social and gregarious person, even at
know to be practical and worth the work, you decide that you must focus on
investment of your time. Your intuition getting the job done. A project might not
directs you with your spending and be heading in the direction you need it to.
investing. Tonight: Treat yourself well.
Invest more time and energy. Tonight.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
Soak away stress.
***** Your optimism delights PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
many around you; however, someone ***** Use your imagination when
takes exception to your cheery disposi- dealing with a creative entrepreneur.
tion. Be careful when running errands. Together you find answers to issues that
Kiss work goodbye as soon as possible have blocked a project for quite a while.
and join your friends. You might turn a Realize, though, your limits with a boss.
meeting into a social event! Tonight: Clearly another is in charge and lets you
know it. Tonight: Romp out the door.
Play away.

State sets annual
'spring cleaning'
MATTA BARNARD/ MSU photo
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FRANKFORT. Ky,
The
Paducah Regional Field Office of
the Kentucky Department for
Environmental Protection (DEP)
will participate in the fourth annual Commonwealth Cleanup Week
(CCW)2002 by helping Calloway
County clean up an illegal dump
just east of Murray.
The site is located off of
Highway 280, and the cleanup will
take place from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
March 27. The Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
Cabinet (NREPC) encourages
organizations and private' volunteers to assist with this beautification project.
The 1998 Kentucky General
Assembly designated the fourth
week in March as CCW. Last year,

over 13,000 people joined forces
during the week to collect over
49,000 bags of trash, 43,000 waste
tires, 7,300 appliances and 628
tons of scrap metal.
This combination of volunteers
and state and local government
workers removed over 5,500 tons
of trash from Kentucky's roadways and hillsides. More than 416
organizations took part in tht
event. The NREPC estimates that
over 10,000 illegal dumps currently litter the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
For directions to the dumpsite
from Murray or for more information about the site, contact
Calloway County Solid Waste
Coordinator Rita Burton at 7593549.
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, MI)
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I "Beat it car
5 ESPN feature
8 Jekyll's other
half
12 Oop's
girlfriend
13 Above. to
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Jean 15 Vicious
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. March 21,
the 80th day of 2002. There are 285
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 21. 1965, more than
3,000 civil rights demonstrators led
by the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
began their march from Selma to
Montgomery, Ala.
On this date:
In 1685. composer Johann Sebastian Bach was born in Eisenach.
Germany.
In 1790, Thomas Jefferson reported to President Washington in
New York as the new secretary of
state.
In 1804, the French civil code,
the "Code Napoleon,- was adopted.
In 1806. Mexican statesman Benito Juarez was born in Oaxaca.
In 1871, journalist Henry M.
Stanley began his famous expedition to Africa to locate the missing
Scottish missionary David Livingstone.
In 1945, during World War II.
rAllied bombers began four days of
raids over Germany.
In 1946. the United Nations set
up temporary headquarters at
Hunter College in New York.
One year ago: Space shuttle Discovery glided to a predawn touchdown, bringing home the first residents of the international space station. The Supreme Court ruled that
hospitals cannot test pregnant
women for drug use without their
consent. The U.S. ordered 51 Russian diplomats to leave, in retaliation for Russia's use of an FBI spy,
Robert Hanssen.
I
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dents of Kirksey school.
Forty years ago
M.D. Miller of Calloway County
was named as director of the West
Kentucky Polled Hereford Association.
Fifty years ago
First Lt. Robert L. Waters is
serving on the island of Koje-do. 40
miles off the coast of Southern Korea, with the 121st Transportation
Truck Company of the United
States Army.
Sixty years ago
The first Calloway County boy
to be reported missing among the
missing sailors of the United States
Navy is Lewis Chester Dodds who
was serving on the USS Houston in
the South Pacific.
In sports, New Concord beat
Murray High School in the finals of
the First Regional High School Basketball Tournament. New Concord
players were Pat Coleman, Edward
Spiceland, Jesse Buchanan, W.A.
Elkins, Max Albritten, E.H. Lax,
Tommie Hamlin, Max Oliver, Hardeman Hendon and Clyde Roberts
with Pat McCuiston as coach. Hamlin was the high team scorer for
New Concord. In the State Tournament, New Concord beat Rineyville
54 to 34 but lost to St. Xavier 49 to
40.
Seventy years ago
Fire destroyed the main building
of Lynn Grove High School on
March 11 at 11 a.m. The fire threatened the gym adjoining the building. The gym and other nearby
homes were saved only by the diligence of the volunteer firefighters.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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37 Caesar s false
friend
40 Green
vegetable
41 Pallid
42 Urban
dwellings
45 Make fizzy
49 Field of study
50 Chinese
dynasty
52 Harmful
53 Housefly. e.g.
54 "- Daba
Honeymoon"
55 Market
56 Raise, as a
question
57 "Be my guest'"
58 Card after
deuce
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Ten years ago
Pictured is Murray State University President Ronald Kurth meeting with students in Lovett Auditorium. A story included with the
photo explains that Kurth met with
students in an attempt to defuse a
student protest about the concern
that proposed cuts to academic programs would adversely affect their
education. Many students expressed
their anger that academics would
undergo budget cuts while the athletic department remained untouched.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Gargus on
March 12 and girl to Pamela and
Scott Deshields.
Andrew C. Kellie, assistant professor in Murray State University's
Department of Engineering Technology, was awarded the Kentucky
Surveyor of the Year Award for
1991.
Twenty years ago
John P. Cargine, 21, of Stone
Park, Ill. and Timothy J. Ross, 16,
of Murray, died from injuries sustained in a one-car accident on
Highway 121, south of Cherry Corner, on March 19 at 10:30 p.m.
Thirty years ago
Sheila Darnell. 6th-grader at
Kirksey and the daughter of Howard .and Barlaara Darnell, won the,
Calloway County Spelling Bee. The
second place winner of the event
went to Donna Tabers, 8th-grader
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joshua Tabers, and third place went
to Kevin Lovett, 6th-grader and son
of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Lovett.
Tabers and Lovett were both stu-

DEAR ABBY: While we're on the
subject of pantyhose, here's my
experience:
I was driving down the highway
in the 1950s with my fiancee by my
side, when she decided to look into
my glove box. Much to her surprise,
she found several nylon hose of various shades.
I assured her that, since I was a
painter, I carried them with me to
use as paint strainers. I would cut
off a section and tie a knot at one
end.
After 60 years in the painting
business, I still carry hose in the
glove box of my truck. You never
know when they'll come in handy.
CLEAN-CUT PAINTER
IN SHERIDAN, WYO.
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LOOKING BACK
***

Of course, not all hypoglycemic
patients have such a serious cause for
their sugar problem; rather, if no pancreatic abnormality or other cause is
discovered, they are usually diagnosed
with "reactive" hypoglycemia. This
means that their blood sugars fall precipitously for unknown reasons soon
after they consume high-carbohydrate
meals. Such people usually benefit
from eating smaller, more frequent
meals, as well as low-carbohydrate
diets and high-protein (or fruit)
DEAR CLEAN-CUT PAINTER:
snacks. Such patients should avoid
That's for sure! I've been known
sugar, sweets and alcohol.
to carry an extra pair of
Hypoglycemia is real and treatable,
"sheers" in my purse in case I
but the diagnosis should be made only
snag the ones I'm wearing,
which never fails to happen
after definitive testing.
when Pm determined to look my
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please discuss
best.
urticaria.
DEAR READER: Urticaria simply
***
means "hives," the itchy, irregular,
DEAR ABBY: Last fall my doctor
patchy rash that ordinarily denotes an
prescribed a splint for my wrist;
allergic reaction. Hives can appear
however, it had Velcro fasteners
and disappear quickly, without warnthat
caught on the sleeves of my
release
histhe
due
of
to
ing. They are
fleece jackets.
tamine into the skin.
I cut off one leg of some old
Urticaria can be caused by reaction forDEAR GRATEFUL: Thanks
the testimonial. Recycled pantyhose, cut a hole for fingers and
to foods, cosmetics, pollen, animal pantyhose
can be a godsend in a thumb, and pulled it up over the
dander, drugs -LL in faeVany substance more
than one kind of "medical Splint. Presto! No more problems.
that can provoke an allergic reaction emergency."
Read on:
IMOGENE KANE,AVA,MO.
can cause hives. Stress and anxiety
also may lead to hives, as can certain
DEAR ABBY: Not everyone will
DEAR IMOGENE: Very
diseases, such as lupus lymphedema.
have a use for this, but it is a solu- clever. I've also known doctors
Acute treatment of the rash includes tion for the person with a mastec- to prescribe a sock or the leg of
cold compresses and antihistamines, tomy who wears a breast enhancer hose be used over a cast or
such as Benadryl, Claritin, Zyrtec, in the bra.
splint to protect it from becomAllegra or Chlortrimeton; cortisone
The breast form is slick, and it ing soiled.
may be needed in severe cases that can be very embarrassing if the bra
don't respond to these medications.
is a little loose and the form slides
If possible, the cause of the hives out and drops to the floor. This hapCONTRACT BRIDGE
should be determined so it can be pened to me twice.
Don't forget
avoided in the future.
I took a clean knee-high nylon,
In general, urticaria is a harmless slipped it over the form, and folded
to take your
annoyance that lasts for only a few the top across to make a little more
Easter Coloring
hours. However, it may indicate the filler for the bra. After that, I had no
the king. However, declarer still
presence of a severe, developing aller- more worries. It was the perfect East dealer.
Contest entry to
East-West vulnerable.
has another chance to utilize the
gy that must not be ignored. For exam- solution for me.
NORTH
club
suit.
ple, in people taking medicine, the
ANOTHER RECYCLER,
+96
He leads a low heart and,when
appearance of hives is a warning that,
4r attrb
SUGAR CREEK,MO.
A92
West follows low,finesses the nine!
unless the drug is stopped, more seriDEAR RECYCLER: Bless you
•J 3
After the nine wins, South leads
ous, life-threatening allergic reactions
for sharing your solution, and
4J 10 8 7 6 4
the jack of clubs from dummy,
by March 25.; could follow.
bless the inventor of nylons and
WEST
diagnosis
initial
treatment
The
and
EAST
forcing West to win either this club
...-..--,
...................
of urticaria can be addressed by a fam- pantyhose. Something tells me •Q 10 4
+ K 7 5 3 2 or the next one, and the contract is
there may be a run on both.
ily physician.
V J 8 763
V 10 5
home.
•8
• K 109 74
The heart finesse is highly un4K 9 5 2
+3
usual,since declarer has three sure
CI
I L_Y
C:0
SOUTH
heart tricks and appears to bejeop+AJ8
E3L_CONICOIE
ardizing one of them. But the fiV KQ4
nesse is clearly the right play be•A Q 6 5 2
cause it gives declarer the extra
+A Q
dummy entry he needs to establish
The bidding-.
and cash dummy's clubs.
East
South West
North
However,it must be added that
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
West was guilty of falling asleep
Opening lead-six of hearts.
during the proceedings. When he
followed low to the heart lead at
You can't play bridge me- trick four, he wasn't thinking chanically and expect to do well. which, as mentioned earlier, is a
Bridge is much too complicated a luxury one can't afford in bridge.
game for that.
West should have put up the jack,
For example, take this deal and this play would have knocked
where West leads a heart against South out of the box as the cards
three notrump.Declarer plays low lie.
from dummy and wins East's ten
West can tell from East's play of
with the king. He then plays the A- the ten at trick one that South
Q ofclubs, but West wisely follows started with the K-Q of hearts. He
•
r I HAVE NOT WORKED
DON'T BE
r WITH A GREAT SIC' low twice as East shows out of the should therefore try to prevent the
AU. rf14 LIFE 50 I
MORT&A&E AND A suit.
'THAT HAPPENS TO BE A
nine from being used as an entry by
COULD LOOK LIKE "LITTLE
C•OmPLETELY AWED- This is a disappointing de- inserting thejack when South leads
82.95 3-1‘. SANDER TOP...
HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE"!
*MO Mel MIL! SKIRT...
CREDIT CARD! velopmentfrom South's viewpoint, the four. It can't cost West any*1.090 GUCCI TOTE ...
because 10 tricks would have be- thing to make this play, but it can
AND Ie30 mANOLO
come certain had the queen lost to gain him a lot.
BLAHNIK SANDALS .T
Tomorrow: Test your play.
9.
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DEAR ABBY: It looks like the
laugh is on me. Months ago, while
reading your column in the morning
paper, my husband and I had quite
a laugh about the 90-year-old
woman who recycled everything and
found an unusual use for the
"panty" part of control-top pantyhose. She said she used them to
keep her 90-year-old breasts under
control." iShe'd cut off the legs, cut
out the crotch and wear the remainder like a strapless bra.'
A couple of weeks after that
letter appeared, I broke a rib in a
horseback riding accident. Aside
from the pain and shortness of
breath Involved, I couldn't wear a
bra without great discomfort. I tried
every bra on the market to no avail.
Being well-endowed, going braless
was out ofthe question. I may not be
90, but rm no teen-ager.
Thanks to that letter, I was able
to return to work without embarrassment and in relative comfort
while mending. I salute that woman
and you, Abby, for letting the world
know. You provided a workable, economical answer for both men and
women in similar situations. Broken
ribs, breast surgeries, you name it.
When you need light support without binding, this works.
GRATEFUL AND NO LONGER
LAUGHING IN OREGON

DEAR DR G017- You have occasionally referred to hypoglycemia as a
"designer disease," a condition that
may not be real but is popular. I take
exception to this characterization. You
have only to lose consciousness from a
drop in blood sugar to be convinced. I
suffered excessive sweating, weakness, fast pulse, low blood pressure
and fainting until my physician completely controlled the affliction by
dietary modification. Hypoglycemia is
a serious problem for many individuals and should not be trivialized or
rejected out of hand.
DEAR READER: 1 have never
implied that hypoglycemia (low blood
sugar) isn't real; it certainly is for
some individuals. Nonetheless it is far
less common than once believed. In
the past, it was used as a catch-all
diagnosis for many patients with
episodic fatigue, weakness and lightheadedness. In fact, it used to be a
"designer diagnosis" that was often
applied indiscriminately to women
who probably had other disorders,
such as panic attacks, chronic anxiety
and chronic fatigue syndrome.
The diagnosis is easy to establish. In
the presence of symptoms, a blood
sugar level of 45 milligrams per
deciliter (or lower) readily confirms
the presence of significant hypoglycemia. Many patients who think
they have hypoglycemia actually have
blood sugars exceeding 50 mg, indicat- Mg that they donlin fact, suffer from.
hypoglycemia at all.
In patients meeting the 45 mg criterion I mentioned, further testing is
always mandatory. For example, pancreatic tumors can disrupt normal
sugar metabolism, significantly lowering the blood sugar to cause the symptoms you mention - and, in severe
cases, seizures and coma.
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DEA chief urges
Congress to help
crack down on
meth labs

By NANCY ZUCKERBROD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The head of the Drug Enforcement Agency
is urging Congress to do more to crack down on methamphetamine, a
growing scourge across the country.
Asa Hutchinson went to Capitol Hill on Wednesday to support legislation to authorize more than $100 million for local law enforcers to find
methamphetamine labs, clean them up, prosecute dealers and educate
young people about dangers of the drug.
"It clearly impacts every one of your districts, every segment of our
society, every age group," Hutchinson said about the drug often referred
to as "meth."
DEA statistics show that law enforcement officials raided more than
7,400 meth labs in 2001, up from 6,400 two years earlier.
Users generally inject or smoke meth, a powdery substance. It is produced by heating about a dozen chemicals. Meth is a byproduct, and the
drug is filtered out. The waste is typically dumped into the soil or
streams.
"All too often, the environment is the first victim of a meth lab," said
Rep. Doug Ose. R-Calif., the lead sponsor of the bill. The legislation
would have the departments of Agriculture and the Interior to help clean
up the mess made by methamphetamine labs.
The large labs typically are found in rural areas, where it is easier to
dump the waste and where fewer people are likely to notice the foul odor
produced when the chemicals are heated. •
"In the foothills of Appalachia, this is very similar to the moonshine
problem of years past. However, it's about 100 times more deadly," said
Rep. Zach Wamp, R-Tenn.
Wamp said the legislation is critical, because local officials can't
afford to break up the labs, clean up the waste and prosecute the criminals.
Currently, the federal government spends about $19 billion annually to
combat illegal drug use.
One key weapon in the battle against methamphetamine is a $70 million grant program administered by the Justice Department that helps law
enforcement officials identify labs and clean them up.
Ose's legislation would add $20 million to a separate Justice
Department grant program for training local officials in how best to prosecute meth cases.
The bill number is H.R. 3782.

One killed, 14 injured as
errant exercise shell
explodes outside mess tent
FORT DRUM, N.Y: (AP) Without warning, two errant
artillery shells from a training exercise exploded near a group of soldiers eating breakfast, killing one
soldier and injuring 14.
It sounds like this is just a tragic_
accident," said Lt. Nelson Cattarall,
who was at a store outside the base
at Fort Drum. "I mean, what are the
chances of missing your target and
hitting a bunch of your own guys
who weren't anywhere near where
you were shooting?"
The shells fell short during the
firing exercise Wednesday morning,
landing near soldiers from the 10th
Mountain Division's 110th Military
Intelligence Battalion.
The soldiers were about 200
yards from the edge of the 90square-mile intended target area, the
Armx said.
"These guys had major shrapnel
wounds," said Maj. Kenneth
McDorman, a spokesman for the
10th Mountain Division.
The dead soldier was identified
as Pfc. William Hamm,34, of Ocala.
Ha. Some of the wounded had lifethreatening injuries, while others
were treated at the hospital and
released, McDorman said.
An Army investigation team
from Fort Rucker. Ala was sent to

determine what went wrong.
The howitzers that fired the shells
are capable of firing several kinds of
rounds, with ,a range of up to 12.2
miles.
Wednesday's 105 mm rounds
were fired from about three miles
away and "wouldn't have made any
sound," McDorman said.
The soldiers in the mess tent
"would have had almost no warning." he said.
Fort Drum is the home of the
10th Mountain Division, an infantry
force of about 10,500 soldiers. It
was the Army's most deployed division during the 1990s, and members
were recently sent to take part in the
war in Afghanistan. The soldiers
have yet to return.
The live-fire exercise Wednesday
was one of two such exercises
schedulid each year at the northern
New York post, which sprawls
across nearly 170 square miles.
It is 140 miles northwest of
Albany.
"Everyone takes them seriously
because your life depends on how
well you learn," Spc. Peter Lakey
said. "We are focused and concentrated when we are in the field.
"It's not like little kids playing
army in the hack yard."
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Pope denounces 'grave scandal' about priests
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope
John Paul II today broke his silence
on the sex abuse cases rocking the
Roman Catholic Church, saying the
"grave scandal" was casting a "dark
shadow of suspicion" over all
priests.
In an annual message to priests
worldwide, the pope said "as priests
we are personally and profoundly
afflicted by the sins of some of our
brothers who have betrayed the
grace of ordination."
He said they had succumbed "to
the most grievous forms" of what he
called, using the Latin phrase,"mystery of evil."
"Grave 'scandal is caused, with
the result that a dark shadow of suspicion is cast over all the other fine
priests who perform their ministry
with honesty and integrity and often
with heroic self-sacrifice," the pope
said.
John Paul said the ChUrch
"shows her concern for the victims
and strives to respond in truth and
justice to each of these painful situations."
It was the first time the pope publicly addressed the issue since
widescale accusations of sexual
misconduct by priests surfaced in
the United States in recent months.
The accusations have led to the res-

ignation of one bishop, from Palm
Beach, Fla., and tarnished the reputation of Cardinal Bernard Law of
Boston for failing to take action
against a child-molesting priest.
The problem has worldwide
implications for the Church.
In January, the Catholic Church
in Ireland agreed to a landmark
$110 million payment to children
abused by clergy over decades.
More than 20 priests, brothers and
nuns have been convicted of molesting children.
Sexual abuse cases involving
cover-ups have also been reported in
England, France and Australia,
among other countries.
John Paul has been described as
particularly saddened by sexual
harassment allegations leveled
against the archbishop of Poznan in
pope's
Poland.
native
the
Archbishop Juliusz Paetz, who
worked with John Paul at the
Vatican and was sent by him to
Poland in 1982, denied the allegations in a letter read in parishes last
Sunday.
For years, the Vatican viewed
such reports as attempts to discredit
the church or as part of an orchestrated campaign against celibacy.
At a_Vatican news conference to
present the pope's letter, Cardinal

AP file photo

BREAKING HIS SILENCE ... Pope John Paul II publicly
addressed the issue of sex abuse allegations within the Roman
Catholic Church for the first time today.
Dario Castrillon Hoyos said John
Paul was "supportive" of bishops
and priests in dioceses shaken by the
scandal.
But he refused to answer specific
questions about the sex scandal,
reading a written statement that
defended the---Church's- efforts to
uphold morality and punish wrong-

doers within their ranks.
He cited a study showing that 3
percent of American clergymen had
the "tendency" to abuse minors and
that 0.3 percent were pedophiles.
He said there were no comparative studies for other categories
"including parents antirelatives."
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